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Abstract. Let (K, v) be a discrete valued field with valuation ring O, and
let Ov be the completion of O with respect to the v-adic topology. In this

paper we discuss the advantages of manipulating polynomials in Ov [x] on a
computer by means of OM representations of prime (monic and irreducible)

polynomials. An OM representation supports discrete data characterizing the

Okutsu equivalence class of the prime polynomial. These discrete parameters
are a kind of DNA sequence common to all individuals in the same Okutsu

class, and they contain relevant arithmetic information about the polynomial

and the extension of Kv that it determines.

Introduction

Polynomials with p-adic coefficients arose in a purely algebraic context with
Hensel’s reinterpretation of the ideas of Kummer and Dedekind about factorization
of algebraic integers. The prime polynomials in Zp[x], whose roots in Qp are alge-
braic over Q, parameterize prime ideals dividing the prime number p in maximal
orders of number fields.

More generally, let A be a Dedekind domain with field of fractions K, let f ∈
A[x] be a monic irreducible separable polynomial of degree n and let L = K[x]/(f)
be the finite extension of K determined by f . The prime ideals of the integral
closure of A in L dividing a given prime ideal p in A are in 1-1 correspondence with
the prime factors of f in Âp[x], where Âp is the completion of A with respect to
the p-adic topology. This leads to a wide scope of arithmetic problems where prime
polynomials over local fields play a significant role. For instance, the analysis of
the ramification of a finite separable morphism between two algebraic curves is one
of such problems.

In this paper, we deal with an arbitrary discrete valued field (K, v) with val-
uation ring O. Let Kv be the completion of K at v and denote by Ov ⊂ Kv

the valuation ring of Kv. Given a monic square-free polynomial f ∈ O[x], we are
interested in the computation of the prime factors of f in Ov[x].
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From a computational perspective, polynomials in Ov[x] are approximated by
polynomials in O[x], following closely the paradigm of polynomials with real co-
efficients. However, prime polynomials in Ov[x] are much richer objects because
they have an algebraic substrate containing relevant arithmetic information. This
substrate is described by a sequence of discrete parameters, which are a kind of
DNA sequence common to all prime polynomials which are sufficiently close one
to each other. Thanks to their discrete nature, these genetic data admit an exact
computation.

The aim of this paper is to give a precise description of this genetic information,
and to explain how it may be computed. To this end, we present under a new
framework our previous work on computational tools for v-adic factorization, in
collaboration with other authors.

Consider the simplest extension of v to a valuation µ0 on Kv(x); that is, µ0

acts on polynomials as

µ0

(
a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ atx

t
)

= Min {v(a0), . . . , v(at)} .

Let F ∈ Ov[x] be a prime polynomial and θ ∈ Kv one of its roots. The valuation v
admits a unique extension to Kv and we may consider the pseudo-valuation µ∞,F
on Kv[x] defined as µ∞,F (g) = v(g(θ)) for any g ∈ Kv[x].

The precision of an approximation φ to F is typically measured as µ0(F − φ),
the distance with respect to the valuation µ0. A much finer measure of the distance
between φ and F is given by the rational number µ∞,F (F − φ) = v(φ(θ)), which
we call the quality of the approximation.

In a pioneering paper, MacLane described an inductive structure on the set
of all discrete valuations on K(x) extending v [11, 12]. He expressed the pseudo-
valuation µ∞,F as a limit of such valuations and showed that in this approximation
process there is a finite chain of valuations:

µ0 < µ1 < · · · < µr < µ∞,F

intrinsically attached to F . Let us denote µF := µr. Most of the genetic in-
formation of F is provided by certain invariants and operators attached to these
valuations µ0, . . . , µr. These genetic data provide a closed formula for the quality
of an approximation to F in O[x] (cf. equation (4.2)), and they yield a procedure
to construct approximations with a prescribed quality (cf. section 6.1).

In 2007, Vaquié reviewed and generalized MacLane’s work to arbitrary valued
fields (K, v) which are not necessarily discrete [17, 18, 19]. The use of the graded
algebra Gr(µ) attached to a valuation µ on K(x) led Vaquié to a more elegant
presentation of the theory. A key role is played by the residual ideals in the degree-
zero subring ∆(µ) of Gr(µ). The residual ideal of a polynomial g ∈ K[x] is defined
as Rµ(g) = Hµ(g)Gr(µ)∩∆(µ), where Hµ(g) is the image of g in the piece of degree
µ(g) of the algebra.

In a recent paper [3], this approach of Vaquié was extended with a constructive
treatment of the theory in the discrete case. On the set P of all prime polynomials in
Ov[x], the following equivalence relation is considered in [4]: two prime polynomials
F,G ∈ P of the same degree are Okutsu equivalent, and we write F ≈ G, if the
quality of G as an approximation to F is greater than certain Okutsu bound δ0(F ).
The main result of [3] establishes a canonical bijection between the quotient set
P/ ≈ and the MacLane space M, defined as the set of all pairs (µ,L), where µ
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is an inductive valuation on K(x) and L is a strong maximal ideal of ∆(µ). The
bijection sends the class of F to the pair (µF ,RµF (F )).

The point (µ,L) of the MacLane space which corresponds to the Okutsu class of
a prime polynomal F ∈ P is, by definition, the genetic code of F . Thus, two prime
polynomials have the same genetic code if and only if they are Okutsu equivalent.

Let us now be more precise about the contents of this paper, which is a natural
continuation of [3]. In order to make the paper as self-contained as possible, we
sketch in sections 1 and 2 the results of [3]; in this way, we collect all technical
definitions and results which will be needed in the rest of the paper. In sections 3
and 4 we discuss types and OM representations as the computational objects which
are able to support the genetic data of polynomials. The initials OM stand for
Ore-MacLane or Okutsu-Montes indistinctly. We parameterize the MacLane space
M by certain set T of equivalence classes of types and we introduce the genomic
tree of a square-free polynomial f ∈ O[x] as a discrete object gathering the genetic
information of all prime factors of f . In section 5 we present an adapted version of
the Montes algorithm, aiming at the computation of the genomic tree of f , together
with an approximation to each prime factor by an Okutsu equivalent polynomial
in O[x]. The knowledge of the genetic code of a prime polynomial facilitates the
resolution of many computational tasks concerning this polynomial. Section 6 is
devoted to the discussion of these algorithmic applications.

Suppose that f ∈ O[x] is monic irreducible and separable, and let L be the
finite extension of K determined by f . It is well known that the computation of
sufficiently good approximations to the prime factors of f in Ov[x] leads to the
design of routines for the computation of the integral closure of O in L, the v-
part of the discriminant of L/K, and the resolution of similar arithmetic tasks
concerning the extension L/K. Thus, the use of the Montes algorithm as a fast
method to compute approximate v-adic factorizations leads to an improvement of
many classical arithmetic algorithms. But this is not the spirit of the routines of
section 6. Each of these routines addresses a concrete arithmetic problem by finding
a tight link between the problem and the genetics of certain prime polynomials.
This leads to an original design for the routine and to a much better practical
performance.

The concept of a type and the Montes algorithm were introduced in [13] for v a
discrete valuation on a global field K. These results were reviewed in [5, 6] and their
computational implications were developed in a series of papers [2, 7, 8, 9, 14].
The derivation of these tools from the modern presentation of MacLane’s valuations
in the spirit of Vaquié, leads to a more elegant treatment of the subject and to its
generalization to arbitrary discrete valued fields (K, v).

1. MacLane valuations

Let K be a field equipped with a discrete valuation v : K∗ → Z, normalized so
that v(K∗) = Z. Let O be the valuation ring of K, m the maximal ideal, π ∈ m a
generator of m and F = O/m the residue class field.

Let Kv be the completion of K and denote still by v : K
∗
v → Q the canonical

extension of v to a fixed algebraic closure of Kv. Let Ov be the valuation ring of
Kv, mv its maximal ideal and Fv = Ov/mv the residue class field. We consider the
canonical isomorphism F ' Fv as an identity and we indicate simply with a bar,
—: Ov[x] −→ F[x], the homomorphism of reduction of polynomials modulo mv.
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Let V be the set of discrete valuations, µ : K(x)∗ → Q, such that µ|K = v and
µ(x) ≥ 0. From now on, the elements of V will be simply called valuations.

For any valuation µ ∈ V, we denote

• Γ(µ) = µ (K(x)∗) ⊂ Q, the cyclic group of finite values of µ.
• e(µ) > 0, the ramification index of µ, determined by Γ(µ) = e(µ)−1Z.

In the set V there is a natural partial ordering:

µ ≤ µ′ if µ(g) ≤ µ′(g), ∀ g ∈ K[x].

We denote by µ0 ∈ V the valuation which acts on polynomials as

µ0

(
a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ atx

t
)

= Min0≤s≤t {v(as)} .

Clearly, µ0 ≤ µ for all µ ∈ V; in other words, µ0 is the minimum element in V.
In this section we describe a certain subset Vind ⊂ V introduced by MacLane

[11], formed by the so-called inductive valuations. The modern presentation of
this topic in the language of graded algebras is due to Vaquié [17]. We follow the
development of [3] which included a constructive treatment of the subject.

1.1. Key polynomials and augmented valuations. Let µ ∈ V be a valu-
ation. For any α ∈ Γ(µ) we consider the following O-submodules in K[x]:

Pα = Pα(µ) = {g ∈ K[x] | µ(g) ≥ α} ⊃ P+
α = P+

α (µ) = {g ∈ K[x] | µ(g) > α}.

The graded algebra of µ is the integral domain:

Gr(µ) :=
⊕

α∈Γ(µ)
Pα/P+

α .

Let ∆(µ) = P0/P+
0 be the piece of degree zero of this algebra. Clearly, O ⊂ P0

and m = P+
0 ∩ O; thus, there is a canonical homomorphism F → ∆(µ) equipping

∆(µ) (and Gr(µ)) with a canonical structure of F-algebra.
There is a natural map Hµ : K[x] −→ Gr(µ), given by Hµ(0) = 0, and

Hµ(g) = g + P+
µ(g) ∈ Pµ(g)/P+

µ(g), for g 6= 0.

This map does not respect addition but it is multiplicative: Hµ(gh) = Hµ(g) Hµ(h)
for all g, h ∈ K[x].

If µ ≤ µ′, then a canonical homomorphism of graded algebras Gr(µ)→ Gr(µ′)
is determined by g + P+

α (µ) 7→ g + P+
α (µ′) for all g, α. Clearly, Hµ(g) belongs to

Ker(Gr(µ)→ Gr(µ′)) if and only if µ(g) < µ′(g).

Definition 1.1. Let g, h, φ ∈ K[x]. We say that:
g, h are µ-equivalent, and we write g ∼µ h, if Hµ(g) = Hµ(h).
g is µ-divisible by h, and we write h |µ g, if Hµ(h) | Hµ(g) in Gr(µ).
φ is µ-irreducible if Hµ(φ)Gr(µ) is a non-zero prime ideal.
φ is µ-minimal if deg φ > 0 and φ -µ g for any non-zero g with deg g < deg φ.
A key polynomial for µ is a monic polynomial φ ∈ K[x] which is µ-minimal and

µ-irreducible. We denote by KP(µ) the set of all key polynomials for µ.

For instance, KP(µ0) is the set of all monic polynomials g ∈ O[x] such that g
is irreducible in F[x].

Lemma 1.2. Every φ ∈ KP(µ) is irreducible in Kv[x] and it belongs to O[x].
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Take φ ∈ KP(µ) and ν ∈ Q>0. The augmented valuation of µ with respect to
these data is the valuation µ′ determined by the following action on K[x]:

µ′(g) = Min0≤s{µ(asφ
s) + sν},

where g =
∑

0≤s asφ
s is the canonical φ-expansion of g. We denote µ′ = [µ;φ, ν].

Proposition 1.3.

(1) The natural extension of µ′ to K(x) is a valuation on this field and µ ≤ µ′.
(2) Ker (Gr(µ)→ Gr(µ′)) = Hµ(φ)Gr(µ).
(3) φ is a key polynomial for µ′ too.

Denote ∆ = ∆(µ), and let I(∆) be the set of ideals in ∆. Consider the
following residual ideal operator, which translates questions about K[x] and µ into
ideal-theoretic considerations in the ring ∆:

R = Rµ : K[x] −→ I(∆), g 7→ ∆ ∩Hµ(g)Gr(µ).

Let φ be a key polynomial for µ. Choose a root θ ∈ Kv of φ and denote
Kφ = Kv(θ) the finite extension of Kv generated by θ. Also, let Oφ ⊂ Kφ be the
valuation ring of Kφ, mφ the maximal ideal and Fφ = Oφ/mφ the residue class field.

Proposition 1.4. If φ is a key polynomial for µ, then

(1) R(φ) = Ker(∆ � Fφ) for the onto homomorphism ∆ → Fφ determined
by g + P+

0 7→ g(θ) + mφ. In particular, R(φ) is a maximal ideal of ∆.
(2) R(φ) = Ker(∆ → ∆(µ′)) for any augmented valuation µ′ = [µ;φ, ν].

Thus, the image of ∆→ ∆(µ′) is a field canonically isomorphic to Fφ.

1.2. Newton polygons. The choice of a key polynomial φ for a valuation µ
determines a Newton polygon operator

Nµ,φ : K[x] −→ 2R
2

,

where 2R
2

is the set of subsets of the euclidean plane R2. The Newton polygon of the
zero polynomial is the empty set. If g =

∑
0≤s asφ

s is the canonical φ-expansion of

a non-zero polynomial g ∈ K[x], then Nµ,φ(g) is the lower convex hull of the cloud
of points (s, µ(asφ

s)) for all 0 ≤ s. Figure 1 shows the typical shape of Nµ,φ(g).
If the Newton polygon N = Nµ,φ(g) is not a single point, we formally write

N = S1 + · · ·+ Sk, where Si are the sides of N , ordered by their increasing slopes.
The left and right end points of N and the points joining two sides of different
slopes are called the vertices of N .

Usually, we shall be interested only in the principal Newton polygon N−µ,φ(g)
formed by the sides of negative slope. If there are no sides of negative slope, then
N−µ,φ(g) is the left end point of Nµ,φ(g).

The length `(N) of a Newton polygon N is the abscissa of its right end point.

Lemma 1.5. For every non-zero polynomial g ∈ K[x], we have

`(N−µ,φ(g)) = ordµ,φ(g),

where ordµ,φ(g) denotes the largest integer s such that φs |µ g.

Let ν be a positive rational number and let L−ν be the line of slope −ν which
first touches the polygon Nµ,φ(g) from below.

We define the ν-component of N = Nµ,φ(g) as the segment

Sν(g) := {(x, y) ∈ N | y + νx is minimal} = N ∩ L−ν ,
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Figure 1. Newton polygon of a polynomial g ∈ K[x]
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and we denote by s(g) ≤ s′(g) the abscissas of the end points of Sν(g), where
µ′ = [µ;φ, ν]. If N has a side S of slope −ν, then Sν(g) = S; otherwise, Sν(g) is a
vertex of N and s(g) = s′(g) (see Figure 2).

The next result facilitates the computation of the value µ′(g) from the Newton
polygon Nµ,φ(g).

Lemma 1.6. With the above notation, the line L−ν cuts the vertical axis at the
point (0, µ′(g)). Also, s(g) = ordµ′,φ(g).

1.3. Inductive valuations. A valuation µ ∈ V is called inductive if it is
attained after a finite number of augmentation steps starting with µ0.

(1.1) µ0
φ1,ν1−→ µ1

φ2,ν2−→ · · · φr−1,νr−1−→ µr−1
φr,νr−→ µr = µ.

We denote by Vind ⊂ V the subset of all inductive valuations.
A chain of augmented valuations as in (1.1) is called a MacLane chain of length

r of µ if φi+1 6∼µi φi for all 1 ≤ i < r.
We say that (1.1) is an optimal MacLane chain of µ if deg φ1 < · · · < deg φr.
An optimal MacLane chain is in particular a MacLane chain and every inductive

valuation admits optimal MacLane chains [3, Sec. 3.1].
In every chain of augmented valuations we have

deg φ1 | deg φ2 | · · · | deg φr−1 | deg φr.
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In a MacLane chain, we have moreover

Z = Γ(µ0) ⊂ Γ(µ1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γ(µr−1) ⊂ Γ(µr) = Γ(µ).

Proposition 1.7. Suppose the inductive valuation µ admits an optimal Mac-
Lane chain as in (1.1). Consider another optimal MacLane chain

µ0
φ′1,ν

′
1−→ µ′1

φ′2,ν
′
2−→ · · ·

φ′
r′−1

,νr′−1−→ µ′r′−1

φ′
r′ ,ν
′
r′−→ µ′r′ = µ′.

Then, µ = µ′ if and only if r = r′ and:

deg φi = deg φ′i, µi(φi) = µi(φ
′
i), νi = ν′i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

In this case, we also have µi = µ′i and φi ∼µi−1 φ
′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Therefore, in any optimal MacLane chain of µ, the intermediate valuations
µ1, . . . , µr−1, the positive rational numbers ν1, . . . , νr, and the degrees of the key
polynomials deg φ1, . . . ,deg φr are intrinsic data of µ, whereas the key polynomials
φ1, . . . , φr admit different choices.

The MacLane depth of an inductive valuation µ is the length of any optimal
MacLane chain of µ.

A MacLane chain of µ determines an extension of µ to a valuation on Kv(x). In
fact, µ0 admits an obvious extension, and we may trivially extend to polynomials
in Kv[x] the definition of the successive augmentations.

Proposition 1.8. The restriction map Vind(Kv)→ Vind(K) is bijective. The
inverse map Vind(K) → Vind(Kv) sends an inductive valuation µ on K(x) to the
valuation on Kv(x) determined by a MacLane chain of µ.

1.4. Data and operators attached to a MacLane chain. Consider an
inductive valuation µ equipped with a Maclane chain of length r as in (1.1). We
may attach to this chain several data and operators.

Let us denote

Γi = Γ(µi) = e(µi)
−1Z, ∆i = ∆(µi), 0 ≤ i ≤ r.

F0 := Im(F→ ∆0); Fi := Im(∆i−1 → ∆i), 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
By Proposition 1.4, Fi is a field canonically isomorphic to the residue class field Fφi
of the extension of Kv determined by φi; in particular, Fi is a finite extension of
F. We abuse of language and we identify F with F0 and each field Fi ⊂ ∆i with its
image under the canonical map ∆i → ∆j for j ≥ i. In other words, we consider as
inclusions the canonical embeddings

F = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fr.

Let us normalize the valuations µ0, . . . , µr by defining vi := e(µi)µi for all
0 ≤ i ≤ r, so that v0, . . . , vr have group of values equal to Z.

Take e0 = m0 = 1 and ν0 = λ0 = h0 = w0 = V0 = 0. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we
consider the following numerical data:

mi := deg φi, ei := e(µi)/e(µi−1), fi−1 := [Fi : Fi−1],

hi := e(µi)νi, λi := e(µi−1)νi = hi/ei,

wi := µi−1(φi), Vi := e(µi−1)wi = vi−1(φi),
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It is easy to show that gcd(hi, ei) = 1. All these data may be expressed in terms of
the positive integers

(1.2) e0, . . . , er, f0, . . . , fr−1, h1, . . . , hr.

For instance, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r we have:

e(φi) = e(µi−1) = e0 · · · ei−1,

f(φi) = [Fi : F0] = f0 · · · fi−1,

νi = hi/e1 · · · ei,
mi = ei−1fi−1mi−1 = (e0 · · · ei−1)(f0 · · · fi−1),

wi = ei−1fi−1(wi−1 + νi−1) = mi

∑
1≤j<i νj/mj ,

Here, e(φi) and f(φi) are the ramification index and residual degree of the
extension Kφi/Kv, respectively. The recurrence satisfied by mi, wi allows us to
consider new data

mr+1 := erfrmr, wr+1 := erfr(wr + νr), Vr+1 := e(µr)wr+1 = erfr(erVr + hr).

If the MacLane chain is optimal, all these rational numbers are intrinsic data
of µ by Proposition 1.7. In this case, we refer to them as ei(µ), fi(µ), hi(µ), λi(µ),
νi(µ), mi(µ), wi(µ), Vi(µ), and the positive integers in (1.2) are called the basic
MacLane invariants of µ.

We consider as well some rational functions in K(x) defined in a recursive way.
For every 0 ≤ i ≤ r, consider integers `i, `

′
i uniquely determined by

(1.3) `ihi + `′iei = 1, 0 ≤ `i < ei.

Take π0 = π1 = π, Φ0 = φ0 = γ0 = x, and define

(1.4) Φi = φi (πi)
−Vi , γi = (Φi)

ei(πi)
−hi , πi+1 = (Φi)

`i(πi)
`′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

It is easy to check by induction that

µi(πi) = 1/e(µi−1), µi(Φi) = νi, µi(γi) = 0.

All polynomial factors dividing πi, and those dividing Φi with a negative ex-
ponent lead to units in the graded algebra of µ. Hence, it makes sense to define,
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r:
xi := Hµi(Φi) ∈ Gr(µi), pi := Hµi(πi) ∈ Gr(µi)∗, yi := Hµi(γi) = xeii p

−hi
i ∈ ∆i,

and for 0 ≤ i < r:

zi ∈ Fi+1, the image of yi under ∆i → ∆i+1,
ψi ∈ Fi[y], minimal polynomial of zi over Fi.

We have zi 6= 0 (and ψi 6= y) for i > 0. For i = 0 we have z0 = 0 (and ψ0 = y) if
and only if φ1 = x in F[x]. Moreover,

Fi+1 = Fi[zi] = F0[z0, . . . , zi], degψi = fi.

Consider Newton polygon operators

Ni := Nvi−1,φi : K[x] −→ 2R
2

, 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Since we deal with normalized valuations, the vertices of Ni(g) have integer co-
ordinates for any g ∈ K[x]. Actually, the Newton polygon Ni(g) is the image
of Nµi−1,φi(g) under the affine transformation (x, y) 7→ (x, e(µi−1)y). Hence, the
vertices of both polygons have the same abscissas and this affine map sends the
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νi-component of Nµi−1,φi(g) to the λi-component of Ni(g). In particular, Lemma
1.6 shows that the line of slope −λi containing the λi-component of Ni(g) cuts the
vertical axis at the ordinate e(µi−1)µi(g) = vi(g)/ei (see Figure 3).

Also, a MacLane chain supports residual polynomial operators:

Ri := Rvi−1,φi,λi : K[x] −→ Fi[y], 0 ≤ i ≤ r.

We have Ri(0) = 0 for all i. For a non-zero g ∈ K[x] we define R0(g) = g/πµ0(g),
whereas Ri(g) for i > 0 is determined by the following result.

Theorem 1.9. For i > 0 and a non-zero g ∈ K[x] let (si(g), ui(g)) be the
left end point of the λi-component of Ni(g). There exists a unique polynomial

Ri(g) ∈ Fi[y] such that Hµi(g) = x
si(g)
i p

ui(g)
i Ri(g)(yi).

The degree of Ri(g) is (s′i(g)−si(g))/ei, where s′i(g) is the abscissa of the right
end point of the λi-component of Ni(g).

In section 3 we shall show how to compute the operator Ri in practice.

1.5. Structure of the graded algebra. The elements xr, pr, yr ∈ Gr(µ)
attached to a MacLane chain determine the structure of the graded algera of an
inductive valuation.

Theorem 1.10. The mapping Fr[y]→ ∆ determined by y 7→ yr is an isomor-
phism of Fr-algebras. The inverse mapping is given by

g + P+
0 (µ) 7→ ybsr(g)/ercRr(g)(y),

for any g ∈ K[x] with µ(g) = 0.

Theorem 1.11. The graded algebra of µ is

Gr(µ) = Fr[yr, pr, p−1
r ][xr] = ∆[pr, p

−1
r ][xr].

The elements yr, pr are algebraically independent over Fr, and xerr = phrr yr.

From these results one may derive further properties of the residual polynomi-
als. The most outstanding fact is that the element Rr(g)(yr) ∈ ∆ is, up to a power
of yr, a generator of the residual ideal R(g).

Corollary 1.12. Take 0 ≤ i ≤ r and non-zero g, h ∈ K[x]. Then,

(1) If g ∼µi h, then Ri(g) = Ri(h).
(2) If i < r, then Ri+1(φi+1) = 1 and Ri(φi+1) = ψi.
(3) Ri(gh) = Ri(g)Ri(h).

(4) R(g) = y
dsr(g)/ere
r Rr(g)(yr) ∆, if we agree that s0(g) = 0.

(5) If φ is a key polynomial for µ, then R(φ) = Rr(φ)(yr) ∆ if φ 6∼µ φr, and
R(φ) = yr∆ otherwise.

The above results yield a strong connection between maximal ideals of ∆ and
residual ideals of key polynomials.

Theorem 1.13. The mapping R : KP(µ) −→ Max(∆) induces a bijection be-
tween KP(µ)/∼µ and Max(∆).

Corollary 1.14. Let φ be a key polynomial for µ such that φr -µ φ and denote
ψ = Rr(φ). Then, ordψ(Rr(g)) = ordµ,φ(g) for any non-zero g ∈ K[x].
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1.6. Data comparison between optimal MacLane chains. Suppose that
the given MacLane chain (1.1) of the inductive valuation µ is optimal. By Propo-
sition 1.7, any other optimal MacLane chain of µ is obtained by replacing the key
polynomials φ1, . . . , φr with another family φ∗1, . . . , φ

∗
r such that

φ∗i = φi + ai, deg ai < mi, µi(ai) ≥ µi(φi).
Take η0 := 0 ∈ F. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ r consider the following element ηi ∈ Fi:

(1.5) ηi :=

{
0, if µi(ai) > µi(φi) (i.e. φ∗i ∼µi φi),
Ri(ai) ∈ F∗i , if µi(ai) = µi(φi) (i.e. φ∗i 6∼µi φi).

Since deg ai < deg φi, we have µi(ai) = µi−1(ai) by the definition of the augmen-
tation of valuations. If ei > 1, we have µi(φi) = µi−1(φi) + νi 6∈ Γi−1. Hence, in
this case we cannot have µi(ai) = µi(φi). In other words,

ei > 1 =⇒ φ∗i ∼µi φi =⇒ ηi = 0.

The next result shows the relationship of the data xi, pi, yi, zi, ψi attached to the op-
timal MacLane chain (1.1) with the analogous data x∗i , p

∗
i , y
∗
i , z
∗
i , ψ

∗
i attached to the

optimal MacLane chain determined by the choice of φ∗1, . . . , φ
∗
r as key polynomials.

Lemma 1.15. With the above notation, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r we have

p∗i = pi, x∗i = xi + phii ηi, y∗i = yi + ηi,

whereas for 0 ≤ i < r we have z∗i = zi + ηi, ψ∗i (y) = ψi(y − ηi).

2. Okutsu equivalence of prime polynomials

In this section, we show how inductive valuations parameterize certain sets of
prime polynomials. All results are extracted from [3].

We shall apply inductive valuations µ on K(x) to polynomials in Kv[x], without
any mention of the natural extension of µ to Kv(x) described in Proposition 1.8.

Let P ⊂ Ov[x] be the set of all monic irreducible polynomials in Ov[x]. We say
that an element in P is a prime polynomial (with respect to v).

Let F ∈ P and fix θ ∈ Kv a root of F . Let KF = Kv(θ) be the finite extension
of Kv generated by θ, OF the ring of integers of KF , mF the maximal ideal and
FF the residue class field. We have degF = e(F )f(F ), where e(F ), f(F ) are the
ramification index and residual degree of KF /Kv, respectively.

Let µ∞,F be the pseudo-valuation on K[x] obtained as the composition:

µ∞,F : K[x] −→ Kv(θ)
v−→ Q ∪ {∞},

the first mapping being determined by x 7→ θ. This pseudo-valuation does not
depend on the choice of θ as a root of F .

Recall that a pseudo-valuation has the same properties as a valuation, except
for the fact that the pre-image of ∞ is a prime ideal which is not necessarily zero.

We are interested in finding properties of prime polynomials leading to a certain
comprehension of the structure of the set P. An inductive valuation µ such that
µ < µ∞,F reveals many properties of F .

Theorem 2.1. Let F ∈ P be a prime polynomial. An inductive valuation µ
satisfies µ ≤ µ∞,F if and only if there exists φ ∈ KP(µ) such that φ |µ F . In this
case, for a non-zero polynomial g ∈ K[x], we have

µ(g) = µ∞,F (g) if and only if φ -µ g.
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Theorem 2.2. Let F be a prime polynomial, µ an inductive valuation and φ
a key polynomial for µ. Then, φ |µ F if and only if µ∞,F (φ) > µ(φ). Moreover, if
this condition holds, then:

(1) Either F = φ, or the Newton polygon Nµ,φ(F ) is one-sided of slope −ν,
where ν = µ∞,F (φ)− µ(φ) ∈ Q>0.

(2) Let ` = `(Nµ,φ(F )). Then, F ∼µ φ` and degF = deg φ`.

Theorem 2.2 is a generalization of Hensel’s lemma. The residual ideal Rµ(F ) =
Rµ(φ)` is a power of the maximal ideal Rµ(φ). Thus, if for a certain polynomial
g ∈ K[x] the residual ideal Rµ(g) factorizes as the product of two coprime proper
ideals, we may conclude that g factorizes in Kv[x]. This yields the fundamental
result concerning factorization of polynomials over Kv.

Theorem 2.3. Let µ be an inductive valuation equipped with a MacLane chain
of length r as in (1.1). Let φ ∈ KP(µ) such that φ 6∼µ φr. Then, every monic
polynomial g ∈ Ov[x] factorizes into a product of monic polynomials in Ov[x]:

g = g0 φ
ordφ(g)

∏
(λ,ψ)

gλ,ψ,

where −λ runs on the slopes of N−r+1(g) := N−vr,φ(g) and ψ runs on the prime factors

of Rr+1,λ(g) := Rvr,φ,λ(g) in Fr+1[y], where Fr+1 := Fr[y]/(Rr(φ)). Moreover,

deg g0 = deg g − `(N−r+1(g)) deg φ, deg gλ,ψ = eλ ordψ(Rr+1,λ(g)) degψ deg φ,

where eλ is the least positive denominator of λ. Further, if ordψ(Rr+1,λ(g)) = 1,
then gλ,ψ is irreducible in Ov[x].

Proof. Let g = G1 · · ·Gt be the prime factorization of g in Ov[x]. The factor
g0 is the product of all prime factors Gj such that φ -µ Gj . The factor φordφ(g)

is the product of all Gj = φ. The factor gλ,ψ is the product of all Gj such that
φ |µ Gj , N−r+1(Gj) is one-sided of slope −λ and Rr+1,λ(Gj) is a power of ψ. �

The Okutsu bound of a prime polynomial F ∈ P is defined as

δ0(F ) := deg(F ) Max {v(g(θ))/ deg g | g ∈ O[x], g monic, deg g < degF} .

We may attach to F a valuation µF : Kv(x)∗ → Q, determined by the following
action on polynomials:

µF (g) = Min0≤s{v(as(θ)) + sδ0(F )},

where g =
∑

0≤s asF
s is the F -expansion of g.

Definition 2.4. We say that a key polynomial φ for an inductive valuation µ
of depth r is strong if either r = 0 or deg φ > mr(µ). We say that L ∈ Max(∆(µ))
is strong if L = R(φ) for a strong φ ∈ KP(µ).

Theorem 2.5. The mapping µF is an inductive valuation on Kv(x) and F is
a strong key polynomial for µF .

We denote by the same symbol µF the valuation on K(x) obtained by restric-
tion. The Okutsu depth of a prime polynomial F (defined in [4, 15]) coincides with
the MacLane depth of the canonical valuation µF .

Let F be a prime polynomial of Okutsu depth r, and define fr := degRr(F )
with respect to any optimal MacLane chain of µF . An Okutsu invariant of F is a
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rational number that depends only on e0, . . . , er, f0, . . . , fr, h1, . . . , hr; that is, on
the basic MacLane invariants of µF and the number fr.

As examples of Okutsu invariants we may quote:

(2.1) e(F ) = e(µF ) = e0 · · · er, f(F ) = f0 · · · fr, δ0(F ) = wr+1.

In section 4.1 we exhibit some more Okutsu invariants of prime polynomials.

Definition 2.6. Let F,G ∈ P be two prime polynomials of the same degree,
and let θ ∈ Kv be a root of F . We say that F and G are Okutsu equivalent, and
we write F ≈ G, if v(G(θ)) > δ0(F ).

We denote by [F ] ⊂ P the set of all prime polynomials which are Okutsu
equivalent to F . The idea behind this concept is that F and G are close enough to
share the same Okutsu invariants, as the next result shows.

Proposition 2.7. Let F,G ∈ P be two prime polynomials of the same degree.
The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) F ≈ G.
(2) F ∼µF G.
(3) µF = µG and R(F ) = R(G), where R := RµF = RµG .

The symmetry of condition (3) shows that ≈ is an equivalence relation on the
set P of prime polynomials. These conditions determine a parameterization of the
quotient set P/≈ by a discrete space.

The MacLane space of the valued field (K, v) is defined to be the set

M =
{

(µ,L) | µ ∈ Vind, L ∈ Max(∆(µ)), L strong
}
.

We may define the following “Okutsu map”:

ok: M −→ P/≈, (µ,L) 7→ [φ],

where φ is any key polynomial for µ such that Rµ(φ) = L.

Theorem 2.8. The Okutsu map is bijective and the inverse map is determined
by F 7→ (µF ,RµF (F )).

A point (µ,L) ∈M is characterized by discrete invariants which may be consid-
ered as a kind of DNA sequence encoding arithmetic properties which are common
to all prime polynomials in the Okutsu class [F ] = ok(µ,L).

3. Types over (K, v)

We keep dealing with a fixed discrete valued field (K, v) with valuation ring O.

3.1. Types. A type is a computational object which is able to represent a pair
(µ,L), where µ is an inductive valuation on K(x) and L is a maximal ideal in ∆(µ).
More precisely, a type collects discrete data determining a MacLane chain of µ and
the maximal ideal L.

Therefore, a type t supports some data structured into levels:

t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); · · · ; (φr, λr, ψr)).

The number r of levels is called the order of the type.
A type t = (ψ0) of order 0 is determined by the choice of an arbitrary monic

irreducible polynomial ψ0 ∈ F[y]. It supports the following data at level 0:

• The minimal valuation µ0 on K(x) and its normalization v0 = µ0.
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• Numerical data: e0 = m0 = 1, ν0 = λ0 = h0 = 0.
• ψ0 ∈ F0[y] a monic irreducible polynomial.
• F1 = F0[y]/(ψ0) a finite extension of F of degree f0 := degψ0.
• z0 ∈ F1 the class of y. Hence, F1 = F0[z0] and ψ0 is the minimal polyno-

mial of z0 over F0.
• The residual polynomial operator R0 : K[x] → F0[y], where F0 = F. It is

defined as R0(g) = g(y)/πv0(g) for any non-zero g ∈ K[x].

If t0 = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr−1, λr−1, ψr−1)) is a type of order r − 1 ≥ 0,
then a type t = (t0; (φr, λr, ψr)) of order r may be obtained by adding the following
data at the r-th level:

• A representative φr of t0. That is, a monic polynomial φr ∈ O[x] of
degree mr := er−1fr−1mr−1 such that Rr−1(φr) = ψr−1. Lemma 3.1
below shows that φr is a key polynomial for µr−1.

• The Newton polygon operator Nr = Nvr−1,φr .
• A positive rational number λr = hr/er, with hr, er positive coprime

integers. We say that λr is the slope of t at level r.
• The non-normalized slope νr = λr/e(µr−1) = hr/e1 · · · er.
• The augmented valuation µr = [µr−1;φr, νr], together with its normaliza-

tion vr = e(µr)µr = e1 · · · erµr.
• ψr ∈ Fr[y] a monic irreducible polynomial, ψr 6= y.
• Fr+1 = Fr[y]/(ψr) a finite extension of Fr of degree fr := degψr.
• zr ∈ Fr+1 the class of y. Hence, Fr+1 = Fr[zr] and ψr is the minimal

polynomial of zr over Fr.
• A residual polynomial operator Rr : K[x]→ Fr[y] described as follows.

Figure 3. Computation of Rr(g) for a non-zero polynomial g ∈
K[x]. The line L−λr has slope −λr.
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The operator Rr maps 0 to 0. For a non-zero g ∈ K[x] with φr-expansion
g =

∑
0≤s asφ

s
r, let us denote by sr(g) ≤ s′r(g) the abscissas of the end points

of the λr-component S of Nr(g) (cf. section 1.2). Let d = (s′r(g) − sr(g))/er be
the degree of S. There are d + 1 points of integer coordinates P0, . . . , Pd lying
on S, with abscissas sj := sr(g) + jer for 0 ≤ j ≤ d (see Figure 3). Denote by
Qsj = (sj , vr−1(asjφ

sj
r )) the point of abscissa sj in the cloud of points which is used
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to compute the Newton polygon Nr(g). Consider the following residual coefficient:

(3.1) cj :=

{
0, if Qsj lies above Nr(g),

z
tr−1(asj )

r−1 Rr−1(asj )(zr−1) ∈ F∗r , if Qsj lies on Nr(g),

where for any a ∈ K[x] we define t0(a) = 0 and tk(a) = (sk(a) − `kvk(a))/ek if
k > 0. Then, we define

Rr(g)(y) := Rvr−1,φr,λr (g) = c0 + c1y + · · ·+ cdy
d ∈ Fr[y],

Since c0cd 6= 0, the polynomial Rr(g) has degree d and it is never divisible by y.

Lemma 3.1. Let t be a type of order r and denote µ := µr, ∆ := ∆(µ).

(1) µ is an inductive valuation and the chain of augmentations

µ0
φ1,ν1−→ µ1

φ2,ν2−→ · · · φr−1,νr−1−→ µr−1
φr,νr−→ µr = µ

is a MacLane chain of µ.
(2) For 1 ≤ i ≤ r denote by Fi,µ, zi−1,µ, ψi−1,µ, Ri,µ the data and operator

attached to this MacLane chain of µ in section 1.4. The rule ιi(zi−1) =
zi−1,µ determines a commutative diagram with vertical isomorphisms:

F = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fr
‖ ↓ ι1 · · · ↓ ιr

F = F0,µ ⊂ F1,µ ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fr,µ
If we denote still by ιi the isomorphism between Fi[y] and Fi,µ[y] induced
by ιi, we have Ri,µ = ιi◦Ri for all i. Thus, up to considering these isomor-
phisms ιi as identities, we may identify all data and operators supported
by t with the analogous data and operators attached to µ:

Fi = Fi,µ, zi−1 = zi−1,µ, ψi−1 = ψi−1,µ, Ri = Ri,µ.

(3) A polynomial φ ∈ K[x] is a representative of t if and only if φ is a key
polynomial for µ and R(φ) = ψr(yr)∆.1

Proof. Let us prove all statements by induction on r. Suppose first that
t = (ψ0) is a type of order 0. In this case, µ = µ0 and items (1) and (2) are trivial.
Note that R0 = R0,µ by the definition of both operators. A representative of t is a

monic polynomial φ ∈ O[x] of degree m1 = f0 = degψ0 such that φ = R0(φ) = ψ0.
On the other hand, a key polynomial for µ0 is a monic polynomial φ ∈ O[x] such that
φ is irreducible in F[x]. Also, Corollary 1.12,(4) shows that R(φ) = R0(φ)(y0)∆.
Since R0(φ) and ψ0 are monic polynomials, the equality R0(φ)(y0)∆ = ψ0(y0)∆ is
equivalent to R0(φ) = ψ0, by Theorem 1.10. This proves item (3).

We assume from now on that r > 0 and all statements of the lemma are true
for types of order r − 1. In particular, µr−1 is an inductive valuation and

µ0
φ1,ν1−→ µ1

φ2,ν2−→ · · · −→ µr−2
φr−1,νr−1−→ µr−1

is a MacLane chain of µr−1. For all 1 ≤ i < r we have isomorphisms:

ιi : Fi −→ Fi,µ, zi−1 7→ zi−1,µ

1In this equality we use the convention of item (2). The polynomial ψr ∈ Fr[y] is considered
as a polynomial with coefficients in Fr,µ ⊂ ∆ via the isomorphism ιr : Fr → Fr,µ.
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such that ιi restricted to Fi−1 coincides with ιi−1. Since ψi−1, ψi−1,µ are the min-
imal polynomials of zi−1, zi−1,µ over Fi−1, Fi−1,µ, respectively, we have ψi−1,µ =
ιi−1(ψi−1). Also, φr is a key polynomial for µr−1 such that

Rµr−1
(φr) = ιr−1(ψr−1)(yr−1)∆r−1.

In order to prove item (1) we need only to show that φr 6∼µr−1 φr−1 if r > 1.
In fact, if r > 1, then ψr−1 6= y; by Theorem 1.10, Rµr−1

(φr) 6= yr−1∆r−1, and this
implies φr 6∼µr−1

φr−1 by Corollary 1.12,(5).
Let us prove item (2). We have Fr = Fr−1[zr−1] and ψr−1 = Rr−1(φr) is the

minimal polynomial of zr−1 over Fr−1. Also, Fr,µ = Fr−1,µ[zr−1,µ] and ψr−1,µ =
Rr−1,µ(φr) (Corollary 1.12) is the minimal polynomial of zr−1,µ over Fr−1,µ. By the
induction hypothesis, we have Rr−1,µ = ιr−1 ◦Rr−1, so that ψr−1,µ = ιr−1(ψr−1),
and this implies that ιr is well-defined and is an isomorphism.

By [3, Def. 3.15 + Cor. 4.9], for any non-zero g ∈ K[x] we have

Rr,µ(g) = c′0 + c′1y + · · ·+ c′dy
d,

where d = (s′r(g)− sr(g))/er = degRr(g) and the coefficients c′j ∈ Fr,µ satisfy:

c′j =

{
0, if Qsj lies above Nr(g),

z
`′r−1sj−`r−1uj
r−1,µ z

bsr−1(asj )/er−1c
r−1,µ Rr−1,µ(asj )(zr−1,µ), if Qsj lies on Nr(g),

where asj , Qsj are defined as in (3.1) and sj , uj ∈ Z are uniquely determined by:

(3.2) hr−1sj + er−1uj = vr−1(asj ), 0 ≤ sj < er−1.

We want to prove that Rr,µ = ιr ◦ Rr, or equivalently c′j = ιr(cj) for all
0 ≤ j ≤ d, which is clearly equivalent to:

(3.3) `′r−1sj − `r−1uj + bsr−1(asj )/er−1c = (sr−1(asj )− `r−1vr−1(asj ))/er−1.

Let L be the line of slope −λr−1 containing the λr−1-component of Nr−1(asj ).
As shown in Figure 3, this line cuts the vertical axis at the point (0, vr−1(asj )/er−1).
Hence, (3.2) shows that (sj , uj) is the point of least non-negative abscissa among
all points on L having integer coordinates. Since the point (sr−1(asj ), ur−1(asj ))
belongs to L∩ (Z≥0×Z), we have bsr−1(asj )/er−1c = (sr−1(asj )− sj)/er−1. Then,
the equality (3.3) is easily deduced from (3.2) and the Bézout identity (1.3).

Let us prove item (3). After item (2), we may identify all data and operators
supported by t with the analogous data and operators attached to the MacLane
chain of µ. Suppose that φ is a representative of t, so that deg φ = mr+1 and
ψr = Rr(φ). By the definition of the operator Rr, we have

(s′r(φ)− sr(φ))mr = er(degψr)mr = erfrmr = mr+1 = deg φ.

Since deg φ ≥ s′r(φ)mr, we deduce that sr(φ) = 0 and s′r(φ) = er degψr. Thus,
φ is a key polynomial for µ because it satisfies condition (2) of [3, Lem. 5.2]. By
Corollary 1.12,(4), R(φ) = Rr(φ)(yr)∆ = ψr(yr)∆.

Conversely, suppose that φ ∈ KP(µ) satisfies R(φ) = ψr(yr)∆. By Lemma
1.2, φ is a monic polynomial with coefficients in O. Since ψr 6= y, Theorem 1.10
and Corollary 1.12,(5) show that φ 6∼µ φr and R(φ) = Rr(φ)(yr)∆. By [3, Lem.
5.2], Rr(φ) is monic irreducible and deg φ = er degRr(φ)mr. By Theorem 1.10, the
monic polynomials ψr and Rr(φ) generate the same ideal in Fr[y]; hence, Rr(φ) =
ψr and deg φ = mr+1. Thus, φ is a representative of t. �
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Note that a type t of order r determines the numerical values mr+1 := erfrmr,
Vr+1 := erfr(erVr + hr) of any enlargement of t to a type of order r + 1.

The data ψr, Fr+1, zr at the r-th level of t do not correspond to data attached
to the MacLane chain of µ = µr. Through the isomorphism Fr[y] ' ∆ of Theorem
1.10 the irreducible polynomial ψr ∈ Fr[y] determines a maximal ideal L = ψr(yr)∆
in ∆. Hence, the type t singles out a pair (µt,Lt), where µt = µ is an inductive
valuation and Lt = L is a maximal ideal in ∆.

Remark 3.2. The definition of a type given in this paper has some slight
differences with respect to the original definition in [6], where K was a global field.

(1) In [6] we used negative slopes λi = −hi/ei.
(2) The valuations v0, . . . , vr were denoted v1, . . . , vr+1 in [6].
(3) Instead of the Bézout identities `ihi+ `′iei = 1, in [6] we used the identities

`ihi − `′iei = 1. This amounts to a change of sign of the data `′i.
(4) The residual operators Ri have been normalized (by a slight change in the

definition of the rational functions Φi from section 1.4) to satisfy Ri(1) = 1. In this
way, if g ∈ K[x] has leading coefficient one in its φi-expansion, then Ri(g) is monic.

Let t be a type of order r over (K, v). The truncation of t at level j, Truncj(t),
is the type of order j obtained from t by dropping all levels higher than j.

For any g ∈ K[x] we define ordt(g) := ordψr Rr(g) in Fr[y]. If ordt(g) > 0,
we say that t divides g, and we write t | g. By Corollary 1.14 and Lemma 3.1,
we have ordt = ordµr,φ for any representative φ of t. In particular, ordt(gh) =
ordt(g) + ordt(h) for all g, h ∈ K[x].

The next result is a consequence of Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.10.

Corollary 3.3. Let t be a type of order r, φ a representative of t, and α ∈ Kv

a root of φ. Then, we have an isomorphism

Fr+1 −→∼ Fφ, z0 7→ γ0(α) + mφ, . . . , zr 7→ γr(α) + mφ

where the rational functions γ0 . . . , γr ∈ K(x) are those defined in (1.4).

3.2. Construction of types. Combined with Theorem 1.13, Lemma 3.1,(3)
shows that any type admits infinitely many representatives. In this section we
describe a concrete procedure to construct a representative of a type.

Proposition 3.4. Let t be a type of order r ≥ 1. Let ϕ ∈ Fr[y] be a non-zero
polynomial of degree less than fr and let b ≥ Vr+1 be an integer. Then, we may
construct a polynomial g ∈ O[x] such that

deg g < mr+1, vr(g) = b, ybsr(g)/ercRr(g) = ϕ.

Proof. Let L be the line of slope −λr cutting the vertical axis at the point
(0, b/er). Let s be the least non-negative abscissa of a point of integer coordinates
lying on L; this abscissa s is uniquely determined by the conditions:

shr ≡ b (mod er) , 0 ≤ s < er.

Let k = ordy(ϕ) and write ϕ = yk
∑

0≤j<fr−k ζjy
j , with ζj ∈ Fr and ζ0 6= 0. For

each 0 ≤ j < fr − k such that ζj 6= 0 we denote

sj = s + (j + k)er, bj = (b/er)− sj(Vr + λr).

Clearly, sj < (j + k + 1)er ≤ erfr and bj ≥ (erfr − sj)(Vr + λr) > Vr + λr > Vr,
because b/er ≥ erfr(Vr + λr) by hypothesis.
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Also, for each such j we consider an analogous abscissa sj determined by

sjhr−1 ≡ bj (mod er−1) , 0 ≤ sj < er−1,

and we let ϕj ∈ Fr−1[y] be the unique polynomial such that

(3.4) degϕj < fr−1, ϕj(zr−1) = ζj z
(`r−1bj−sj)/er−1

r−1 ∈ F∗r .
For r = 1 we have `0 = 0, sj = 0 and ϕj(zr−1) = ζj .

Consider g = φs0r

(∑
0≤j<fr−k asjφ

jer
r

)
, where asj = 0 if ζj = 0, whereas for

ζj 6= 0 we take asj ∈ O[x] satisfying

(3.5) deg asj < mr, vr−1(asj ) = bj , ybsr−1(asj )/er−1cRr−1(asj ) = ϕj .

Clearly, deg g < erfrmr. Since vr−1(asj ) = bj , the point (sj , vr−1(asjφ
sj
r )) lies

on L, and this guarantees that vr(g) = b by Lemma 1.6. By construction, sr(g) =
s0 = s + ker, so that bsr(g)/erc = k. Thus, the condition ybsr(g)/ercRr(g) = ϕ is
equivalent to Rr(g) =

∑
0≤j<fr−k ζjy

j ; by the definition (3.1) of the coefficients of
the residual polynomial, this amounts to

z
(sr−1(asj )−`r−1bj)/er−1

r−1 Rr−1(asj )(zr−1) = ζj

for all 0 ≤ j < fr − k such that ζj 6= 0. This equality is a consequence of (3.4)
and (3.5), having in mind that bsr−1(asj )/er−1c = (sr−1(asj ) − sj)/er−1 if r > 1,
whereas for r = 1 we have s0(asj ) = 0.

Therefore, we may construct g by a recurrent procedure leading to the solution
of the same problem for types of lower order. Thus, it suffices to solve the problem
for types of order one, which is quite easy. In fact, if r = 1 and ζj 6= 0, we may
take asj = πbja′sj , where a′sj is an arbitrary lifting of ϕj ∈ F[y] to O[x]; since

v0(a′sj ) = 0, we have v0(asj ) = bj ≥ V1 = 0, so that asj belongs to O[x] as well. �

In order to construct a representative φ of t we may apply the procedure of
Proposition 3.4 to construct a polynomial g ∈ O[x] such that Rr(g) = ψr − yfr ,
and take φ = φerfrr + g. This justifies the following statement.

Theorem 3.5. We may efficiently construct representatives of types.

Since the level data λi, ψi are arbitrarily chosen, Theorem 3.5 shows that we
may construct types of prescribed order r and prescribed numerical data hi, ei, fi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. In other words, we may construct inductive valuations of prescribed
depth and prescribed MacLane invariants. This facilitates the construction of local
extensions with prescribed arithmetic properties (cf. sections 4.1 and 6.8).

Example 3.6. Take K = Q and v the 2-adic valuation, so that F is the field
with 2 elements. Let z ∈ F be a generator of the field with 4 elements.

The type of order one (y; (x, 1/2, y+1)) admits φ2 := x2 +2 as a representative.
We may enlarge this type to the following higher order types:

t = (y; (x, 1
2 , y + 1); (x2 + 2, 1, y2 + y + 1); (φ3, 164, y + z + 1)),

t∗ = (y; (x, 1
2 , y + 1); (x2 + 2, 3

2 , y + 1); (φ∗3,
1
2 , y + 1); (φ∗4, 646, y + 1)),

where
φ3 = x4 + 2x3 + 4x2 + 4x+ 12,
φ∗3 = x4 + 4x2 + 8x+ 4,
φ∗4 = x8 + 8x6 + 16x5 + 24x4 + 96x3 + 96x2 + 128x+ 16,
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have been computed with the procedure of Proposition 3.4 and the slopes and
ψ-polynomials have been arbitrarily chosen.

3.3. Equivalence of types. Let t be a type of order r ≥ 0. We saw in
section 3.1 that t determines an inductive valuation µt and a maximal ideal Lt in
∆ := ∆(µt).

We say that t is optimal if m1 < · · · < mr. We say that t is strongly optimal
if m1 < · · · < mr < mr+1. We agree that a type of order zero is strongly optimal.

Lemma 3.7. The type t is optimal if and only if the MacLane chain of µt

attached to t is optimal. In this case, the order of t coincides with the depth of µt.
The type t is strongly optimal if and only if t is optimal and Lt is a strong

maximal ideal of ∆.

Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Let t be an optimal type with representative φ. By Lemma 3.1, φ is a key

polynomial for µt and R(φ) = Lt. Both conditions, t strongly optimal, and Lt

strong (Definition 2.4), are equivalent to deg φ > mr(µt). �

The aim of this section is to extend the correspondence t 7→ (µt,Lt) to an
identification of the MacLane space M of (K, v) with a quotient set of strongly
optimal types classified by a certain equivalence relation.

Denote by T the set of all types over (K, v) and let T str ⊂ T be the subset of
all strongly optimal types. By Lemma 3.7, we have a well-defined “MacLane map”
from T str to the MacLane space of (K, v):

ml : T str −→M, t 7→ (µt,Lt).

This mapping is clearly onto. In fact, for any point (µ,L) in the MacLane space M
we may consider an optimal MacLane chain of µ:

µ0
φ1,ν1−→ µ1

φ2,ν2−→ · · · φr−1,νr−1−→ µr−1
φr,νr−→ µr = µ.

Then, with the natural identifications described in Lemma 3.1, this MacLane chain
determines almost all data of an optimal type of order r:

t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr, λr,−)),

such that µt = µ. Also, the MacLane chain induces the isomorphism Fr[y] ' ∆ of
Theorem 1.10, so that L = ψr(yr)∆ for some (unique) monic irreducible polynomial
ψr ∈ Fr[y]. Hence, the optimal type t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr, λr, ψr)) satisfies
µt = µ and Lt = L. Since L is a strong maximal ideal, the type t is strongly
optimal by Lemma 3.7.

Our next aim is to describe the fibers of the MacLane map. To this end we
consider an equivalence relation on the set T str of strongly optimal types.

Definition 3.8. Consider two strongly optimal types of the same order r:

t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr, λr, ψr)), t∗ = (ψ∗0 ; (φ∗1, λ
∗
1, ψ
∗
1); . . . ; (φ∗r , λ

∗
r , ψ
∗
r )).

We say that t and t∗ are equivalent if they satisfy the following conditions:

(i) φ∗i = φi + ai, deg ai < mi, µi(ai) ≥ µi(φi), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
(ii) λ∗i = λi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
(iii) ψ∗i (y) = ψi(y − ηi) with ηi defined as in (1.5), for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r.

We write t ≡ t∗ in this case. We denote by T = T str/ ≡ the quotient set and we
write [t] ⊂ T str for the class of all types equivalent to t.
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Proposition 3.9. Two strongly optimal types t, t∗ are equivalent if and only
if ml(t) = ml(t∗).

Proof. If t ≡ t∗, then µt = µt∗ by Proposition 1.7. Also,

Lt∗ = ψ∗r (y∗r )∆ = ψr(y
∗
r − ηr)∆ = ψr(yr)∆ = Lt,

by Lemma 1.15. Hence, ml(t) = ml(t∗).
Conversely, assume that ml(t) = ml(t∗). From µt = µt∗ we deduce by Propo-

sition 1.7 that conditions (i), (ii) from Definition 3.8 hold, and condition (iii) holds
for i < r. By Lemma 1.15, we have moreover y∗r = yr + ηr. Hence,

ψ∗r (yr + ηr)∆ = ψ∗r (y∗r )∆ = Lt∗ = Lt = ψr(yr)∆.

Since these polynomials are monic, Theorem 1.10 shows that ψ∗r (y+ηr) = ψr(y). �

In combination with Theorem 2.8, we get the following result.

Theorem 3.10. The MacLane and Okutsu maps induce a canonical bijection
between the set of equivalence classes of strongly optimal types and the set of Okutsu
equivalence classes of prime polynomials:

T ml−→ M ok−→ (P/ ≈).

Corollary 3.11. If φ is a representative of t ∈ T str, then (ok ◦ml)([t]) = [φ]
and [φ] ∩ O[x] coincides with the set Rep(t) of all representatives of t.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 3.1,(3). �

3.4. Tree structure on the set of types. Let us introduce a tree structure
on the set T of types. Given two types t, t′ ∈ T , there is an oriented edge t′ → t
if and only if t′ = Truncr−1(t), where r is the order of t. Thus, we have a unique
path of length equal to the order of t:

(3.6) Trunc0(t) −→ Trunc1(t) −→ · · · −→ Truncr−1(t) −→ t.

The root nodes are the types of order zero. Thus, the connected components of T
are the subtrees Tϕ of all types t with Trunc0(t) = (ϕ), for ϕ running on the set
P(F) of all monic irreducible poynomials in F[y].

The branches of a type t of order r are parametrized by triples (φ, λ, ψ), where
φ is a representative of t, λ is a positive rational number and ψ ∈ Fr+1[y] is a monic
irreducible polynomial such that ψ 6= y. Such a triple determines an edge t → t∗,
where t∗ = (t; (φ, λ, ψ)) is the type obtained by enlarging t with data (φ, λ, ψ) at
the (r + 1)-th level.

Suppose t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr, λr, ψr)). In practice, when we represent
a path like (3.6) we omit the labels of the vertices which are not root nodes and we
label the edges with the level data.

(3.7) • • · · · · · · • •ψ0

(φ1, λ1, ψ1) (φr, λr, ψr)

Also, since the sense of the edges is self-evident, we draw them as lines instead
of vectors. We recover the real path (3.6) from its practical representation (3.7) by
attaching to each vertex of the path the type obtained by gathering all level data
from the previous edges.

All truncates of a strongly optimal type t are strongly optimal, hence the
subset T str ⊂ T is a full subtree of T . Also, if t ≡ t∗ are strongly optimal, then
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Trunci(t) ≡ Trunci(t
∗) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r. Therefore, the tree structure on T str

induces a natural tree structure on the quotient set T = T str/ ≡.
Since the equivalence relation ≡ only identifies vertices of the same order, a

path of length r in T str determines a path of length r in T.
For types of order zero, t ≡ t∗ holds only for t = t∗; thus, the root nodes of T

are in 1-1 correspondence with the set P(F) too.
The branches of [t] ∈ T are determined by triples (φ, λ, ψ) as above such

that eλ degψ > 1, where eλ is the least positive denominator of λ. Two such
triples (φ, λ, ψ), (φ∗, λ∗, ψ∗) yield the same branch if and only if (t; (φ, λ, ψ)) ≡
(t; (φ∗, λ∗, ψ∗)); by Definition 3.8 this is equivalent to

λ∗ = λ, µt(φ− φ∗) ≥ µt(φ) + λ/(e1 · · · er−1), ψ∗(y) = ψ(y − η),

with η = ηr+1 defined as in (1.5) with respect to φr+1 = φ and φ∗r+1 = φ∗.
Of course, through the bijective mappings ml and ok we obtain a tree structure

on the sets M and P/ ≈ as well.

4. OM representations of square-free polynomials

4.1. OM representations of prime polynomials. Consider a prime poly-
nomial F ∈ P and let (µ,L) ∈M be the point in the MacLane space corresponding
to the Okutsu equivalence class of F ; that is, ok(µ,L) = [F ].

For any polynomial φ ∈ [F ] ∩ O[x] the pair [(µ,L), φ] is called an OM repre-
sentation of F . If φ = F we say that the OM representation is exact.

By Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11, an OM representation may be handled
in a computer as a pair

[(µ,L), φ] ↔ [t, φ],

where t is a strongly optimal type of order r such that ml([t]) = (µ,L), and φ is a
representative of t. Note that

µ = µt = µF = µφ, L = Lt = R(F ) = R(φ).

The polynomial φ is a “sufficiently good” approximation to F for many pur-
poses. In a computational context, we propose to manipulate prime polynomials
via OM representations [t, φ] instead of dealing barely with approximations with
a given precision. The discrete data contained in the type t is a kind of DNA
sequence common to all individuals in the Okutsu class [F ], and many properties
of F and the extension KF /Kv are described by this genetic data.

This approach has many advantages. It allows to measure the distance between
F and φ by the quality of the aproximation instead of the precision (see Lemma
4.1 below). Also, the genetic data of F provide arithmetic information on F and
KF which in the classical approach has to be derived from the approximation
φ by means of extra routines that may have a heavy cost. Further, the genetic
information of F is helpful in the construction of approximations with a prescribed
quality (section 6.1) and more generally, it leads to a new design of fast routines
carrying out basic arithmetic tasks in number fields and function fields (sections 6.6,
6.7). Finally, the constructive procedure of section 3.2 may be used to efficiently
construct prime polynomials with prescribed genetic data, or equivalently, with
prescribed arithmetic properties.

The algorithmic applications of these ideas are discussed in section 6. Let us
now mention a few concrete facts that illustrate some of these advantages. Let r
be the Okutsu depth of F , n the degree of F and let us fix θ ∈ Kv a root of F .
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Maximal tamely ramified subextensions. If the residue class field F is
a perfect field and F is a separable polynomial, then the extensions Kφ/Kv and
KF /Kv have isomorphic maximal tamely ramified subextensions [4, 15]. In par-
ticular, if Kφ/Kv is tamely ramified then Kφ and KF are isomorphic.

Okutsu bases. The ring OF is a free Ov-module of rank n and a basis is
determined by the genetic information [15].

We may express any integer 0 ≤ m < n in a unique way as:

m = j0 + j1m1 + · · ·+ jrmr, 0 ≤ ji < eifi.

Consider the following integer dm and polynomial gm of degree m:

dm = bj1(w1 + ν1) + · · ·+ jr(wr + νr)c, gm(x) = φ0(x)j0φ1(x)j1 · · ·φr(x)jr .

Then, the following family is an Ov-basis of OF :

1, π−d1g1(θ), . . . , π−dn−1gn−1(θ).

Okutsu invariants. All Okutsu invariants of F may be deduced from an OM
representation of F by closed formulas. For instance, let us exhibit some more
Okutsu invariants, taken from [14, Sec. 1], besides e(F ), f(F ) and δ0(F ) already
mentioned in (2.1).

(4.1)

cap(F ) := Max {v(g(θ)) | g ∈ O[x] monic, deg g < n} = wr+1 −
∑r
j=1 νj ,

exp(F ) := Min
{
δ ∈ Z≥0 | mδOF ⊂ Ov[θ]

}
= bcap(F )c,

ind(F ) := lengthOv (OF /Ov[θ]) = n (cap(F )− 1 + f(F )) /2,

f(F ) := Min
{
δ ∈ Z≥0 | (mF )δ ⊂ Ov[θ]

}
= 2 ind(F )/f(F ).

These numbers are called the capacity, exponent, index and conductor of F ,
respectively. The notation lengthOv indicates length as an Ov-module.

Quality of an approximation. There are two typical measures of the dis-
tance between φ and F :

ν = µ0(F − φ), ν′ = v(φ(θ)) = µ∞,F (F − φ),

called the precision and the quality of the approximation, respectively. The pre-
cision is the largest positive integer ν such that F ≡ φ (mod mν), whereas the
quality is a positive rational number

Usually, F is a prime factor of some given polynomial f ∈ O[x]. We shall see
in section 4.2 that in this case

(4.2) ν′ = wr+1 + νr+1 = δ0(F ) + λr+1/e(F ),

where λr+1 is a positive integer which may be read in N−r+1(f) := N−vr,φ(f).
The two measures are related by the following inequalities. The first one is

obvious and the second one was derived in [4, Lem. 4.5].

Lemma 4.1. For any OM representation [t, φ] of F , we have

ν′ ≥ ν ≥ ν′ − cap(F ) = ν1 + · · ·+ νr + νr+1.

Let us exhibit some examples showing that both inequalities are sharp and
illustrating that ν′ is a better measure than ν of the distance between F and φ.
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Examples. If φ = F + πm, then ν = m = ν′ and the first inequality of Lemma

4.1 is sharp. If the Okutsu depth of F is r ≥ 1 and we take φ = F + πmφ
(n/m1)−1
1 ,

then ν = m, whereas the quality

ν′ = m+ ((n/m1)− 1)v(φ1(θ)) = ν + ((n/m1)− 1)ν1

can be much larger than ν if n/m1 and/or ν1 are large.
For instance, the prime polynomial F = x2 + π is a representative of the type

t = (y; (x, 1/2, y + 1)); hence, it has invariants m1 = 1, e1 = 2, f1 = h1 = 1 = w2

and cap(F ) = w2 − ν1 = 1/2. For the approximation φ = x2 + πmx + π we have
ν′ = m+ ν1 = ν + (1/2), so that the second inequality of Lemma 4.1 is sharp. We
deduce that ν2 = m− (1/2) and λ2 = 2m− 1.

4.2. OM representation of a square-free polynomial. Let f = F1 · · ·Ft
be the prime factorization in Ov[x] of a square-free monic polynomial f ∈ O[x].
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ t, let rj be the Okutsu depth of Fj and θj ∈ Kv a root of Fj .

For a prime polynomial F ∈ P, we denote by tF any strongly optimal type
whose equivalence class corresponds to the Okutsu class of F under the mapping
ok ◦ml of Theorem 3.10. That is,

[tF ] = (ok ◦ml)−1([F ]) ∈ T.

Definition 4.2. We denote by T(F ) ⊂ T the unibranch tree determined by
the path joining [tF ] with its root node in T. The genomic tree of f is the finite
tree T(f) := T(F1) ∪ · · · ∪ T(Ft) ⊂ T.

An OM representation of f is an object which gathers the information provided
by a family of OM representations of the prime factors. The approximations to the
prime factors contained in all these OM representations constitute an approximate
factorization of f in Ov[x]. Since we are only interested in approximate factoriza-
tions which are able to distinguish the different prime factors of f , we are led to
consider the so-called OM factorizations of f .

Definition 4.3. Let g, h ∈ O[x] be monic polynomials with prime factoriza-
tions g = G1 · · ·Gs, h = H1 · · ·Hs′ in Ov[x]. We say that g and h are Okutsu
equivalent, and we write g ≈ h, if s = s′ and Gj ≈ Hj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s, up to
ordering.

An expression of the form, g ≈ P1 · · ·Ps, with P1, . . . , Ps ∈ P ∩ O[x] is called
an Okutsu factorization of g.

Clearly, every g ∈ O[x] admits a unique (up to ≈) Okutsu factorization. How-
ever, we need a stronger concept for our purposes. For instance, if all factors of g
are Okutsu equivalent to P , then g ≈ P t is an Okutsu factorization of g which is
unable to distinguish the true prime factors of g.

Definition 4.4. We say that Pj ∈ [Fj ] is a Montes approximation to Fj as a
factor of f if v(Pj(θj)) > v(Pj(θk)) for all k 6= j.

An OM factorization of f is an Okutsu factorization f ≈ P1 · · ·Pt such that
each approximate factor Pj is a Montes approximation to Fj as a factor of f .

Let f ≈ P1 · · ·Pt be an OM factorization of f . By Corollary 3.11, Pj is a
representative of tFj and [tFj , Pj ] is an OM representation of Fj for all j.

In [2, Sec. 3.1] it is shown that the types tFj may be extended to types

tj :=
(
tFj ; (Pj , λrj+1,j , ψrj+1,j)

)
or tj :=

(
tFj ; (Pj ,∞,−)

)
,
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according to Pj 6= Fj or Pj = Fj , respectively. These types of order rj + 1 satisfy

ordtj (Fj) = 1, tj - Fk, for all 1 ≤ k 6= j ≤ t.
The quality of the approximations Pj ≈ Fj is given by the formula:

v(Pj(θj)) = δ0(Fj) + λrj+1,j/e(Fj).

If Pj - f , the slope λrj+1,j is an integer which may be computed as the largest

slope (in absolute value) of N−rj+1(f) = N−vrj ,Pj
(f). This slope corresponds to a

side whose end points have abscissas 0 and 1 (see Figure 4). Hence, Rrj+1(f) :=
Rvrj ,Pj ,λrj+1

(f) has degree one and ψrj+1,j is equal to Rrj+1(f) divided by its

leading coefficient.
The types tj are optimal, but not strongly optimal because erj+1 = frj+1 = 1,

so that mrj+2 = mrj+1 = degFj .

Definition 4.5. Let T (f) ⊂ T str be a faithful preimage of the genomic tree of
f ; that is, T (f) maps to T(f) under the quotient map T str → T, and the vertices
of T (f) are pairwise inequivalent.

An OM representation of f is the tree obtained by enlarging T (f) with the t
new vertices tj and edges tFj → tj determined by some OM factorization of f .

The leaves of an OM representation of f are in 1-1 correspondence with the
prime factors of f , whereas the root nodes are in 1-1 correspondence with the monic
irreducible factors of f in F[y]. Let us see some examples where f is supposed to
be a power of an irreducible polynomial in F[y], so that the OM representation of
f is a connected tree.

Let f = F1F2 be a polynomial with two Okutsu equivalent prime factors. Then,
[tF1

] = [tF2
] and the genomic tree T(f) = T(F1) = T(F2) is a unibranch tree as in

(3.7). It contains the genetic information of all prime factors of f , but it does not
make apparent how to distinguish these factors.

An OM representation of f gives a more precise view of the different prime
factors of f and their genetic information:

• • · · · · · · • •ψ0

(φ1, λ1, ψ1) (φr, λr, ψr)

•

•

(P1, λr+1,1, ψr+1,1)

(P2, λr+1,2, ψr+1,2)

....
....

....
...

...............

We represent the edges tFj → tj with dotted lines to emphasize that the leaves
tj are not strongly optimal types.

In general, the vertices tFi are not necessarily leaves of the tree T (f). It may
happen that tFi concides with a vertex in the path joining tFj with its root node
for some j 6= i. Thus, the leaves of an OM representation of f may sprout from
arbitrary vertices in T (f). For instance, in the next example f has four prime
factors; the vertex tF1

has order 0, tF2
= tF3

have order 3 and tF4
has order 5.

(4.3) •
•
•....

....
..

��

@@•

•t1

tF1

•

• • •

....
...

.......

• t2tF2

• t3

..........• t4
tF4

We define the index of coincidence i([t], [t′]) between two vertices [t], [t′] ∈ T,
as follows. If they have different root nodes we agree that i([t], [t′]) = 0; otherwise,
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we take i([t], [t′]) = 1 + `, where ` is the length of the intersection of the two paths
joining [t] and [t′] with their common root node.

We may extend this notion to prime polynomials. If F,G ∈ P, we define i(F,G)
as the index of coincidence of [tF ] and [tG] as vertices of T. For instance, in (4.3)
we have i(F1, F1) = i(F1, F2) = i(F1, F3) = i(F1, F4) = 1, i(F2, F2) = i(F2, F3) =
i(F3, F3) = 4, i(F2, F4) = i(F3, F4) = 2, and i(F4, F4) = 6.

We say that a leaf of an OM representation of f is isolated if the previous node
has only one branch. For instance, in (4.3) the leaf corresponding to F4 is isolated
and the other three leaves are not isolated.

5. Computation of the genetics of a polynomial: the Montes algorithm

In this section, we describe the OM factorization algorithm developed by Montes
in 1999, inspired by the ideas of Ore and MacLane [13]. It was first published in [5],
based on the theoretical background developed in [6]. In the context of this paper,
the aim of the Montes algorithm is the computation of an OM representation of a
given square-free polynomial f ∈ O[x].

Let P = {F1, . . . , Ft} be the set of prime factors of f in Ov[x]. For any type t
we denote

Pt = {F ∈ P | t | F} ⊂ P.
Since ordt(f) =

∑
1≤j≤t ordt(Fj), the set Pt is empty if and only if t - f . Also, if

ordt(f) = 1, then there is an index j such that ordt(Fj) = 1 and ordt(Fk) = 0 for
all k 6= j; thus, Pt = {Fj} is a one-element subset in this case.

The Montes algorithm is based on Theorem 2.3. The idea is to detect successive
dissections of the set P by subsets of the form Pt for adequate types. The first
dissection is derived from the factorization f =

∏
ϕ ϕ

ωϕ into the product of powers

of pairwise different irreducible factors in F[y]. Each irreducible factor ϕ determines
a type of order zero tϕ = (ϕ) and the subset Ptϕ contains all prime factors of f
whose reduction modulo m is a power of ϕ. By Hensel’s lemma, we obtain a
partition P =

⋃
ϕ Ptϕ .

In order to dissect Ptϕ , we choose a representative φ of tϕ; that is, a monic
lifting of ϕ to O[x]. By Lemma 1.5 and Corollary 1.14, ωϕ = ordtϕ(f) is the length

of the principal Newton polygon N−v0,φ(f); thus, in order to compute this polygon
we need only to compute the first ωϕ + 1 coefficients of the φ-expansion of f .
Then, for each slope −λ of a side of N−v0,φ(f) we compute the residual polynomial

Rv0,φ,λ(f) ∈ F1[y] = F/(ϕ)[y]. Finally, for each monic irreducible factor ψ of
Rv0,φ,λ(f) in F1[y] we consider the type of order one tλ,ψ = (ϕ; (φ, λ, ψ)). By
definition, ordtλ,ψ (f) = ordψ(Rv0,φ,λ(f)) > 0, so that the subsets Ptλ,ψ are not
empty. By Theorem 2.3, Ptϕ =

⋃
λ,ψ Ptλ,ψ is a partition.

Each subset Ptλ,ψ is furtherly dissected by types obtained as enlargements of
tλ,ψ with a similar procedure. By a certain process of refinement, the algorithm is
able to perform all these dissections dealing only with strongly optimal types.

As mentioned above, when we reach a type t with ordt(f) = 1, then Pt = {Fj}
singles out a prime factor of f .

Let us briefly review the relevant subroutines which are used.

Factorization(F,ϕ)
Factorization of ϕ ∈ F [y] into a product of irreducible polynomials in F [y].

Newton(t,ω, g)
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The type t of order i is equipped with a representative φ. The routine computes
the first ω + 1 coefficients a0, . . . , aω of the canonical φ-expansion g =

∑
0≤s asφ

s,

and the Newton polygon of the set of points (s, vi(asφ
s)) for 0 ≤ s ≤ ω.

ResidualPolynomial(t, λ, g)
The type t of order i−1 is equipped with a representative φ. The routine computes
the residual polynomial Rvi−1,φ,λ(g) ∈ Fi[y].

Representative(t)
Computation of a representative of t by the procedure described in section 3.2.

We now describe the Montes algorithm in pseudocode. Along the process of
enlarging types by adding new level data, the order of a type t is the largest level i
for which all three fundamental invariants (φi, λi, ψi) are assigned. We emphasize
the type to which a certain level data belongs as a superindex: φti , λ

t
i , ψ

t
i , etc.

MONTES’ ALGORITHM

INPUT:
− A discrete valued field (K, v) with valuation ring O.
− A monic square-free polynomial f ∈ O[x].

1 Initialize an empty list Forest

2 Factorization(F,f)
3 FOR each monic irreducible factor ϕ of f DO

4 Take a monic lifting φ ∈ O[x] of ϕ and create a type t of order zero with

ψt
0 ← ϕ, ωt

1 ← ordϕ f, φt1 ← φ, Ft
1 ← F[y]/(ϕ)

5 Initialize a tree of types Tϕ having t as the unique vertex

Initialize a stack BranchNodes= [t]

WHILE #BranchNodes > 0 DO

6 Extract a type t0 from BranchNodes. Let i− 1 be its order

7 IF φt0i | f THEN f ← f/φt0i and add the leaf (t0; (φt0i ,∞, –)) to Tϕ

8 N ← Newton(t0,ω
t0
i , f)

9 FOR every side S of N DO

10 λt0i ← −slope of S, Ri(f)← ResidualPolynomial(t0, λ
t0
i , f)

11 Factorization(Ft0
i ,Ri(f))

12 FOR every monic irreducible factor ψ of Ri(f) DO

(a) Set t← t0 and extend t to an order i type by setting

ψt
i ← ψ, Ft

i+1 ← Ft
i [y]/(ψ)

(b) IF ωt0
i = 1 THEN add the leaf t =

(
t0; (φti , λ

t
i , ψ

t
i )
)

to Tϕ
and go to step 6

(c) ωt
i+1 ← ordψ Ri(f), φti+1 ← Representative(t)

(d) IF deg φti+1 > deg φti THEN

add the vertex t =
(
t0; (φti , λ

t
i , ψ

t
i )
)

to Tϕ

ELSE φti ← φti+1, ωt
i ← ωt

i+1

and delete the (i+ 1)-th level of t

(e) Add t to BranchNodes
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END WHILE

13 Add the tree Tϕ to the list Forest

OUTPUT:
− The list Forest of connected trees is an OM representation of f .

The arguments of [5] show that the algorithm terminates and has the right
output. In that paper it was assumed that K was a number field, but the arguments
are valid for an arbitrary discrete valued field (K, v). However, the design of the
algorithm we present here has some changes with respect to the original design.
Therefore, it may be worth clarifying some aspects on the flow and the output of
the algorithm.

Let T be the output OM representation of f . The forest T is the disjoint union
of connected trees Tϕ attached to the different irreducible factors ϕ of f in F[y].

Remark 5.1. (1) An element in the list BranchNodes is a vertex of Tϕ, repre-

sented by a strongly optimal type t0 of order i−1, together with attached data φt0i
and ωt0

i at the i-th level. It may happen that different elements in BranchNodes

have the same underlying vertex t0 of Tϕ.
In step 12 we construct a type tλ,ψ := t = (t0; (φ, λ, ψ)) of order i and we

compute ωλ,ψ := ωt
i+1 = ordt(f) and a representative φλ,ψ := φti+1. By Theorem

2.3, we have a partition Pt0 =
⋃
λ,ψ Ptλ,ψ .

If deg φλ,ψ > deg φ, then tλ,ψ yields a new vertex of Tϕ with previous node t0.
If deg φλ,ψ = deg φ, then tλ,ψ is not strongly optimal and it cannot be a vertex of
Tϕ. However, the subset Ptλ,ψ ⊂ P cannot be neglected. The algorithm adds to the
list BranchNodes the vertex corresponding to the type t0 of order i− 1 with data
φλ,ψ, ωλ,ψ at the i-th level. This is called a refinement step. In a future iteration
of the WHILE loop the branches of this node will determine a partition of the old
set Ptλ,ψ [5, Sec. 3.2].

Note that a vertex t0 may sprout some branches of Tϕ in a WHILE loop and
then sprout some other branches in a future iteration of the WHILE loop, derived
from a refinement step. These new branches of t0 may again either lead to new
vertices of Tϕ or to further refinement steps.

(2) In the original design of the algorithm in [5], all leaves of T were isolated,
at the price of admitting leaves represented by types of order r + 2, where r is the
Okutsu depth of the corresponding prime factor of f [4, Thm. 4.2].

Since we want all leaves to have order r+1, we must admit non-isolated leaves.
The algorithm stores a cutting slope hcs as a “secondary datum” of each type t
representing a leaf. This is a non-negative integer which vanishes if and only if the
leaf is isolated. The Newton polygon N−r+1(f) determined by t has a first side of
slope −λr+1 < −hcs whose end points have abscissas 0 and 1. All other sides of
the polygon have slope greater than or equal to −hcs (see Figure 4).

In [7, Sec. 1.3] a description may be found of some more secondary data stored
in the types of an OM representation of f , which have been ignored in the pseudo-
code description of the algorithm.

(3) For any type t ∈ T the prime factors of f in Pt correspond to the leaves of
T for which t is one of the vertices in the path joining the leaf with its root node.

The only algorithmic assumptions on the fields K, F for the algorithm to work
properly are the existence of efficient routines for the division with remainder of
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Figure 4. Newton polygon N−r+1(f) determined by a leaf of T .
The line Lcs has slope −hcs and f =

∑
0≤s asφ

s
r+1.
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isolated leaf (hcs = 0) non-isolated leaf (hcs > 0)

polynomials in O[x] and the factorization of polynomials over finite extensions of
the residue class field F. The performance will depend as well on the efficiency
of these two tasks. We have not yet analyzed the complexity of the algorithm in
the general case, but for F a finite field, the following complexity estimation was
obtained in [2, Thm. 5.14].

Theorem 5.2. If F is a finite field, the complexity of the Montes algorithm,
measured in number of operations in F is

O
(
n2+ε + n1+ε(1 + δ) log(q) + n1+εδ2+ε

)
,

where q = #F, n = deg f and δ := v(Disc(f)).

Example 5.3. Take K = Q and v the 2-adic valuation. Let φ := φ3 and
φ∗ := φ∗4 be the polynomials introduced in Example 3.6. Consider the polynomial

f = φφ∗ + 250 = x12 + 2x11 + 12x10 + 36x9 + 100x8 + 240x7 + 544x6 + 992x5

+1328x4 + 2080x3 + 1728x2 + 1600x+ 1125899906842816.

The Montes algorithm computes the following OM representation of f :

• • • • •y ��
�
��

�
��

(x, 1
2
, y + 1) (x2 + 2, 3

2
, y + 1)

(x2 + 2, 1, y2 + y + 1)

(φ, 164, y + z + 1)

(φ∗3,
3
2
, y + 1)

• •

(φ∗, 646, y + 1)

.........................

.........................

The polynomial f has two prime factors in Z2[x], say f = FF ∗, with Okutsu
depths 2, 3. The types t, t∗ of Example 3.6 are OM representations of F , F ∗,
respectively.

The numerical MacLane-Okutsu invariants of F are:

m1 = 1, e1 = 2, h1 = 1, f1 = 1, w1 = 0, ν1 = 1/2,
m2 = 2, e2 = 1, h2 = 1, f2 = 2, w2 = 1, ν2 = 1/2.
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The numerical MacLane-Okutsu invariants of F ∗ are:

m∗1 = 1, e∗1 = 2, h∗1 = 1, f∗1 = 1, w∗1 = 0, ν∗1 = 1/2,
m∗2 = 2, e∗2 = 2, h∗2 = 3, f∗2 = 1, w∗2 = 1, ν∗2 = 3/4,
m∗3 = 4, e∗3 = 2, h∗3 = 1, f∗3 = 1, w∗3 = 7/2, ν∗3 = 1/8.

The formulas (4.1) allow us to compute the Okutsu invariants of both factors
from these data. For instance,

e(F ) = 2, f(F ) = 2, δ0(F ) = 3, cap(F ) = 2, ind(F ) = 3,
e(F ∗) = 8, f(F ∗) = 1, δ0(F ∗) = 29/4, cap(F ∗) = 47/8, ind(F ∗) = 20.

We know that f ≈ φφ∗ is an OM factorization of f . The qualities of the
approximations φ ≈ F , φ∗ ≈ F ∗ are given by the formula (4.2). The slopes of the
last levels of the OM representations are λ3 = 164 and λ∗4 = 646. We obtain:

µ∞,F (φ) = 44, µ∞,F∗(φ
∗) = 47.

The estimation of Lemma 4.1 gives in both cases that the precision is at least 42.

6. Algorithmic applications of polynomial genetics

We proceed to illustrate how to use the genetic data to solve some typical prob-
lems related to polynomials over local fields. The algorithms exploit the connection
of some concrete problem with the genetics of certain polynomials over local fields.
This leads to an excellent practical performance.

6.1. Single-factor lifting and v-adic factorization. Let f ∈ O[x] be a
monic square-free polynomial and let f = F1 · · ·Ft be its factorization into a prod-
uct of prime polynomials in Ov[x].

A v-adic factorization of f is an approximate factorization with a prescribed
precision; that is, a family of monic polynomials P1, . . . , Pt ∈ O[x] such that Pj ≡
Fj (mod mν) for all 0 ≤ j ≤ t, for a prescribed positive integer ν.

For many purposes, one needs sometimes to find an approximation with a
prescribed quality to a single prime factor F of f . This is the aim of the single-
factor lifting algorithm [9], abbreviated as SFL in what follows. The algorithm of
[9] was based on the original design of the Montes algorithm in which all trees of
the output tree were isolated. Therefore, we review the design of SFL in some detail
in order to show its adaptation to the present version of the Montes algorithm.

The starting point of SFL is a leaf t of an OM representation of f

(6.1) t = (ψ0; (φ1, λ1, ψ1); . . . ; (φr, λr, ψr); (φr+1, λr+1, ψr+1))

computed by the Montes algorithm. Let F be the prime factor of f singled out by
t, and let θ ∈ Kv be a root of F . We denote

V := Vr+1, φ := φr+1, hφ := λr+1 = hr+1, e := e(F ) = e1 · · · er.
The polynomial φ is a Montes approximation to F as a factor of f . By (4.2), the
quality of the approximation is:

v(φ(θ)) = (V + hφ)/e = δ0(F ) + hφ/e.

The main loop of SFL computes a new Montes approximation Φ such that

hΦ ≥ 2hφ − hcs.

The Newton polygon N−vr,Φ(f) coincides with N−vr,φ(f) except for the side of largest

slope (in absolute value) −hΦ, whose end points have abscissas 0 and 1 (see Figure
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4). In particular, the cutting slope hcs of t separates again this initial side from
the rest of the sides. Therefore, we may apply the SFL loop to Φ and iterate the
procedure until we get a Montes approximation Φ with hΦ large enough. By Lemma
4.1, if hΦ ≥ e(ν + cap(F )− δ0(F )), then Φ ≡ F (mod mν).

After k iterations of the SFL loop we get a Montes approximation Φk with

hΦk ≥ hφ + (2k − 1)(hφ − hcs).

Hence, for a given positive integer H, the number of iterations of the SFL loop that
are needed to get hΦk ≥ H is dlog2((H − hcs)/(hφ − hcs))e.

Let us briefly explain how to construct Φ from φ. Consider the first two coef-
ficients a0, a1 of the φ-expansion of f :

f = qφ+ a0, a1 = q (mod φ) .

A look at Figure 4 shows that vr(a0) = vr(a1) + V + hφ. Let α ∈ Kv be a root
of φ and let Kφ = Kv(α), Oφ the valuation ring of Kφ and mφ the maximal ideal.
Since deg a0,deg a1 < deg φ, we have φ -µr a0, φ -µr a1, and Theorem 2.1 shows
that v(a0(α)) = vr(a0)/e, v(a1(α)) = vr(a1)/e.

The following theorem is a slight variation of [9, Thm. 5.1], where it was
supposed that the leaf t was isolated and hcs = 0.

Theorem 6.1. Let a ∈ O[x] be a polynomial with deg a < deg φ and consider
an integer hcs < h ≤ hφ. Then, Φ := φ + a is a Montes approximation to F with

hΦ ≥ 2h− hcs if and only if a(α) ≡ a0(α)/a1(α)
(

mod mV+2h−hcs

φ

)
.

Let us show how to find a polynomial a ∈ O[x] satisfying the condition of
Theorem 6.1. Compute a polynomial Ψ ∈ K[x] with deg Ψ < nF = degF = deg φ
and vr(Ψ) = −vr(a1) [9, Lem. 4.8]. Multiply then,

A0 := a0Ψ (mod φ) , A1 := a1Ψ (mod φ) .

Clearly, a0(α)/a1(α) = A0(α)/A1(α), v(A0(α)) = (V + hφ)/e and v(A1(α)) = 0,
so that A1(α) is invertible in Oφ. In order to compute a ∈ O[x], it suffices to

find an element A−1
1 (α) ∈ Kφ with A−1

1 (α)A1(α) ≡ 1 mod (mφ)hφ−hcs and then
take a(x) ∈ K[x] to be the unique polynomial of degree less than nF satisfying
a(α) = A0(α)A−1

1 (α). By the formulas in (4.1) we have v(a(α)) > exp(F ) = exp(φ),
so that a(x) ∈ O[x].

In order to avoid inversions in Kφ, we may compute the approximation A−1
1 (α)

to A1(α)−1 by the classical Newton iteration:

xk+1 = xk(2−A1(α)xk),

starting with a lift x0 ∈ Oφ of the inverse of A1(α)+mφ in the residue field Oφ/mφ.
In [7, Sec. 4.2] it is explained how to compute x0.

SINGLE-FACTOR LIFTING

INPUT:
− A discrete valued field (K, v) with valuation ring O.
− A monic square-free polynomial f ∈ O[x].
− A leaf t of order r + 1, as in (6.1), of an OM representation of f .
− A positive integer H.

1 φ← φr+1, q, a0 ← quotrem(f, φ), a1 ← q (mod φ)

2 hφ ← vr(a0)− vr(a1φ)
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3 Find Ψ ∈ K[x] with deg Ψ < deg φ and vr(Ψ) = −vr(a1) [9, Lem. 4.8]

4 A0 ← Ψa0 (mod φ), A1 ← Ψa1 (mod φ)

5 Find A−1
1 ∈ O[x] with A−1

1 (α)A1(α) ≡ 1 (mod mφ) [7, Sec. 4.2]

6 FOR i = 1 TO dlog2(hφ − hcs)e DO

A−1
1 ← A−1

1 (2−A1A
−1
1 ) (mod φ)

7 a← A0A
−1
1 (mod φ), Φ← φ+ a

8 FOR i = 1 TO dlog2((H − hcs)/(hφ − hcs))e − 1 DO

(a) q, a0 ← quotrem(f,Φ), a1 ← q (mod Φ)

(b) A0 ← Ψa0 (mod Φ) , A1 ← Ψa1 (mod Φ)

(c) A−1
1 ← A−1

1 (2−A1A
−1
1 ) (mod Φ)

(d) a← A0A
−1
1 (mod Φ) , Φ← Φ + a

OUTPUT:
− A Montes approximation Φ to the prime factor F of f attached to t, such

that hΦ ≥ H.

Note that step 7 terminates a first iteration of the SFL loop. The rest of
iterations are performed by the loop described in step 8. For these iterations it is
not necessary to start over the inversion loop of step 6. In fact, let αk ∈ Kv be a
root of Φk and denote by A1,k the k-th polynomial A1. Then, for hcs < h ≤ hΦk , the

inversion of A1,k(αk) modulo mh−hcs

Φk
is also an inversion of A1,k+1(αk+1) modulo

mh−hcs

Φk+1
[9, Prop. 5.5]; hence, we get the desired inversion of A1,k+1(αk+1) modulo

m2h−hcs

Φk+1
just by one iteration of the Newton inversion procedure in step 8(c).

The complexity of the SFL routine was analyzed in [9, Lem. 6.5] and [2, Thm.
5.16]. In the next result we denote n = deg f , nF = degF and δF = v(Disc(F )).

Theorem 6.2. The SFL routine requires O
(
nnF ν

1+ε + nδ1+ε
F

)
operations in

F to compute a Montes approximation Φ to F as a factor of f , with precision ν.

By applying the SFL routine to each leaf of an OM representation of f , we get
an OM factorization f ≈ P1 · · ·Pt such that Pj ≡ Fj (mod mν) for all j.

Theorem 6.3. If F is a finite field, a combined application of the Montes and
SFL algorithms, computes an OM factorization of f with precision ν, at the cost of

O
(
n2+ε + n1+ε(1 + δ) log q + n1+εδ2+ε + n2ν1+ε

)
operations in F.

Example 6.4. Recall the OM factorization f ≈ φφ∗ of Example 5.3. A single
iteration of the main loop of SFL for each approximation of the true factors f =
FF ∗ yields the following improvements:

Φ = x4 − 869643860553342248938373118x3 + 895292343076575293699260420x2

−358277240246400736326320124x− 615563580557575482075250676

Φ∗ = x8 − 368296178732038025960751104x7 − 158699985612499241777758200x6

+440432535828627390937956368x5 − 70934084478318519720607720x4

+468084806048993171281543264x3 + 345452998984777616876109920x2

−244862856588991367554793344x− 417188598541852473806553072.
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The qualities of these new approximations are:

µ∞,F (Φ) = 85, µ∞,F∗(Φ
∗) = 88.

By Lemma 4.1, the precision is at least 83 in both cases.

6.2. Computation of the pseudo-valuation µ∞,F . Let F be a prime factor

in Ov[x] of an irreducible polynomial f ∈ O[x]. Let θ ∈ Kv be a root of F .
We present an algorithm for the computation of µ∞,F (g) = v(g(θ)) for a given

polynomial g ∈ O[x]. The basic idea is that this value should be deduced from a
comparison of the genomic trees of F and g. More precisely, if we find an inductive
valuation µ and a key polynomial φ for µ such that φ |µ F and φ -µ g, then
µ∞,F (g) = µ(g) by Theorem 2.1. From a computational perspective this amounts
to finding a type t such that t | F , t - g, leading to µ∞,F (g) = µi(g), where i is the
order of t.

Let r be the Okutsu depth of F and let t be the leaf of an OM representation
of f , as in (6.1), corresponding to F . Since t | F , we may check if Trunci(t) - g
holds for some 0 ≤ i ≤ r + 1, leading to v(g(θ)) = µi(g). This fails if t | g (for
instance, if φr+1 | g). In this case, we improve the Okutsu approximation φr+1 by
applying one loop of the SFL routine; then, we replace the (r + 1)-th level of t by
the data (φ, λ, ψ) determined by the new choice of φr+1, and we test again if the
new t divides g.

If t | g, then φr+1 is simultaneously close to a prime factor of f and to a prime
factor of g; hence, if f and g do not have a common prime factor in Ov[x], after a
finite number of steps the renewed type t will not divide g. On the other hand, if
f and g have a common prime factor, they must have a common irreducible factor
in O[x] too; since f is irreducible, necessarily f divides g and g(θ) = 0.

v-VALUE ROUTINE

INPUT:
− A discrete valued field (K, v) with valuation ring O.
− A monic irreducible polynomial f ∈ O[x].
− A leaf t of order r + 1, as in (6.1), of an OM representation of f .
− A polynomial g ∈ O[x].

1 g ← g (mod f)

2 IF g = 0 THEN RETURN ∞ ELSE ν ← v0(g), g ← g/πν

3 IF ψ0 - g THEN RETURN ν

4 FOR i = 1 to r + 1 DO

(a) Compute N−i (g) and the left end point (s, u) of Sλi(g) (section 1.2)

(b) Compute Ri(g)

(c) IF ψi - Ri(g) then RETURN ν + (u+ sλi)/e1 · · · ei−1

5 WHILE ψr+1 | Rr+1(g) DO

(a) Apply one loop of SFL to improve φr+1

(b) Set λr+1 as the largest slope in absolute value of the new N−r+1(f)

(c) ψr+1 ← Rr+1(f)

(d) Compute the new N−r+1(g) and the left end point (s, u) of Sλr+1
(g)

(e) Compute Rr+1(g)
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6 RETURN ν + (u+ sλr+1)/e(F )

OUTPUT:
− v(g(θ)), where θ ∈ Kv is a root of the prime factor F of f attached to t.

In step 4(c) we use v(g(θ)) = µi(g) = (u+ sλi)/e1 · · · ei−1, by Lemma 1.6.
Let α ∈ K be a root of f and L = K(α) the finite extension of K generated

by α. Every β ∈ L is of the form β = g(α) for some g ∈ K[x]; hence, the v-routine
computes v(ι(β)), where ι : L→ Kv is the embedding determined by α 7→ θ.

Suppose K is a number field and v = vp is the p-adic valuation attached to a
prime ideal p of K. Then, the prime factor F of f corresponds to a prime ideal
P of L dividing p. As explained in [7], the v-routine may be used to compute the
P-adic valuation mapping vP : L −→ Z by the formula

vP(β) = e(P/p)v(ι(β)) = e(F )v(ι(β)).

This routine is a crucial tool for the applications of polynomial genetics to
ideal arithmetic in number fields and divisor arithmetic in function fields. In a
number field, it computes the P-adic valuation with respect to a prime ideal P; in
an algebraic curve, it determines the order of a function at a given point.

6.3. Index of a square-free polynomial. Index of a square-free polynomial
Let F ∈ P be a prime polynomial and θ ∈ Kv a root of F . The Dedekind domain
OF is a free Ov-module of rank nF = degF . Since Ov[θ] ⊂ OF is also a free Ov-
module of the same rank, the quotient OF /Ov[θ] is an Ov-module of finite length.
This length is the index of F and we denote it by ind(F ).

Now, let f be a square-free polynomial in O[x] with prime factorization f =
F1 · · ·Ft in Ov[x]. We define the index of f as

(6.2) ind(f) :=
∑

1≤i≤t

ind(Fi) +
∑

0≤i<j≤t

v(Res(Fi, Fj)).

By using a formula of [6, Thm. 4.18], in [5] it was shown how to compute
ind(f) as the accumulation of the number of points of integer coordinates lying
below all Newton polygons that occur along the flow of the Montes algorithm.

Alternatively, we may compute ind(f) by a closed formula in terms of the data
stored in a OM-representation of f . By either method, we obtain the value of
ind(f) as a by-product of the Montes algorithm at a negligible cost.

Proposition 6.5. Let F,G ∈ P be two prime factors of f and let i = i(F,G)
be their index of coincidence. Then,

ind(F ) = degF (cap(F )− 1 + f(F )) /2,
v(Res(F,G)) = degF degG

(
Vi + min{λGF , λFG}

)
/e1 · · · ei−1mi.

The capacity cap(F ) was given in (4.1) and the index of coincidence i(F,G)
was defined in section 4.2. The types tF and tG coincide at the levels 0, 1, . . . , i− 1
and the data e1, . . . , ei−1,mi, Vi are common to both types. The rational numbers
λGF , λFG are the hidden slopes of the pair F,G and they are stored as secondary
data of the types of the OM representation of f . They are obtained in the first
iteration of the WHILE loop of the Montes algorithm where the prime factors F ,
G are separated by the branching process. Their name reflects the fact that they
cannot be read in the genomic trees if one of the branches of F or G detected in
that WHILE loop led to a refinement step.
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The formula for ind(F ) was proved in [9, Prop. 3.5]. Since F and G are
irreducible in Ov[x], we have v(Res(F,G)) = degFv(G(θ)), where θ is a root of F .
Hence, the formula for v(Res(F,G)) may be derived from [7, Prop. 4.7].

Example 6.6. Let f = FF ∗ be the polynomial of Example 5.3. We have al-
ready seen that ind(F ) = 3, ind(F ∗) = 20. Along the application of the Montes
algorithm to f ∈ Q[x] with respect to the 2-adic valuation, it occurs no refine-
ment. Hence, the hidden slopes are λF

∗

F = λ2 = 1, λFF∗ = λ∗2 = 3/2, so that
v(Res(F, F ∗)) = 24 by Proposition 6.5. After (6.2), we obtain ind(f) = 47.

If f is irreducible and separable in O[x], then the non-negative integer ind(f)
defined in (6.2) coincides with the usual concept of index. In fact, let α ∈ K be a
root of f and let B be the integral closure of O in the finite extension L = K(α).
Since the extension L/K is separable and O is a PID, the Dedekind domain B is a
free O-module of rank n = deg f . From the well-known identities relating indices
and discriminants [16, III, §2-4] we deduce that:

ind(f) = v ((B : O[α])) = lengthO(B/O[α]),

where the index (B : O[α]) is the O-ideal defined in [16, I, §5].

6.4. Computation of discriminants and resultants. Let g, h ∈ O[x] be
two monic polynomials having no common prime factors. In [6, Thm. 4.10] a
formula for v(Res(g, h)) was obtained in terms of the intersection of two OM re-
presentations of g and h. In [14] a concrete algorithm was designed to carry out
this computation. This yields a fast computation of v(Res(g, h)) and/or v(Disc(g))
in cases where the naive computation of Res(g, h) or Disc(g) is unfeasible because
the polynomials have large degree or large coefficients.

6.5. Computation of v-integral bases. Suppose that f ∈ O[x] is monic
and irreducible. Let α ∈ K be a root of f and L = K(α) the finite extension of K
generated by α. The integral closure B of O in L is a Dedekind domain.

We suppose that B is finitely generated as an O-module. This condition holds
under very natural assumptions; for instance, if L/K is separable, or (K, v) is
complete, or O is a finitely generated algebra over a field [16, I, §4].

Under this assumption, B is a free O-module of rank n = deg f . A v-integral
basis of L is by definition an O-basis of B.

The method of the quotients of [8] is valid in this general setting and it computes
a v-integral basis of L. The v-integral basis is computed as the by-product of a
standard application of the Montes algorithm to f . Whenever a φ-expansion of f is
computed along the flow of the algorithm, the quotients of the successive divisions
with remainder are stored. The members of the v-integral basis are computed as
gi(α)π−di , for 0 ≤ i < n, where gi ∈ O[x] are an adequate product of the stored
quotients, and the non-negative integers di are determined by combinatorial data
of the Newton polygons computed along the flow of the Montes algorithm.

The complexity of the method is the cost of the Montes algorithm plus O(n)
multiplications in O[α]. This method is extremely fast in practice.

6.6. OM representations of prime ideals in a number field. Suppose
K = Q and v = vp is the p-adic valuation attached to a prime number p, so that
O is the local ring Z(p).
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Let f ∈ Z[x] be a monic irreducible polynomial, α ∈ Q a root of f and L = Q(α)
the number field determined by f . Denote by ZL the ring of integers of L.

After a celebrated theorem by Hensel, the prime ideals of L lying over p are
in 1-1 correspondence with the prime factors of f in Zp[x]. From a computational
perspective, the prime ideals may be represented in a computer as the OM represen-
tations of these prime factors of f , which may be computed by a single application
of the Montes algorithm with input f, vp. The main arithmetic tasks concerning
prime ideals may be easily performed by using the MacLane-Okutsu invariants and
the operators encoded by these OM representations.

In [7] it was presented a computational approach to ideal theory in number
fields based on this principle. This approach has the advantage that many arith-
metic tasks may be carried out avoiding the computation of the maximal order of
L and the factorization of the discriminant of the defining polynomial f . The most
relevant ones are:

(1) Compute the p-adic valuation vp : L∗ → Z, for any prime ideal p of L.
(2) Obtain the prime ideal decomposition of a fractional ideal.
(3) Compute a two-elements representation of a fractional ideal.
(4) Add, multiply and intersect fractional ideals.
(5) Compute the reduction maps ZL → ZL/pa.
(6) Solve Chinese remainders problems.
(7) Compute a p-integral basis of L.

The genetic-based routines designed to perform these tasks are much faster
than the classical ones, especially for those number fields defined by polynomials
with a large genomic tree at some prime.

The Magma package +Ideals.m based on this approach may be downloaded
from http://www-ma4.upc.edu/∼guardia/+Ideals.html.

6.7. OM representations of places in a function field. Suppose that
K = k(t) is the function field of the projective line P1 over a field k. An irreducible
polynomial f(t, x) ∈ k[t, x], separable over k[t], determines a unique smooth pro-
jective curve C as the normalization of the projective closure of the affine curve
f(t, x) = 0. The function field of C is L = k(t, x) = K[x]/(f).

Let A = k[t] and denote by A∞ = k[t−1] the local ring at the point at infinity
of P1. Let B and B∞ be the integral closures in L of A and A∞, respectively. As
indicated in [10], a divisor of C may be identified to a pair D = (I, I∞) of fractional
ideals of B and B∞ respectively. The Riemann-Roch space attached to the divisor
is simply L(D) = I ∩ I∞.

In this representation, a prime divisor corresponds to a prime ideal in either B
or B∞, and it may be represented by a prime factor of f(t, x) over the completion
of A or A∞ at a place (finite or infinite) of K.

J.-D. Bauch has developed a Magma package +Divisors.m where divisors are
manipulated as such pairs D = (I, I∞), and ideals are handled as OM representa-
tions. This approach leads to a fast method to compute the genus of a curve [1] and
to an acceleration of the classical methods to compute k-bases of the Riemann-Roch
spaces of divisors defined over k.

6.8. Construction of number fields and function fields with prescribed
ramification. The procedure for the construction of types described in section 3.2
can be used to generate number fields L with prescribed decomposition of several
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rational primes. For every prescribed factorization pZL = p1 . . . pg one constructs
proper types t1, . . . , tg; the product of the φ-polynomials in the last level of all
these types plus a high enough power of p will generate a number field where p has
the desired factorization. Actually, we can even prescribe different values for the
Okutsu invariants of the prime factors of the generating polynomial corresponding
to the different prime ideals. In order to combine prescribed data for different prime
numbers, one has only to apply the Chinese remainder theorem. The same idea
works for function fields.

We have used these ideas in [9] to design a bank of benchmark polynomials for
the analysis of algorithms on number fields or function fields.
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